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ABSTRACI' 

Two new technologies, for polishing and testing large optics, are presented in 

this dissertation. The first is a new approach to generating and polishing aspheric 

surfaces which utilizes a full size stressed lap. The lap specifications are chosen to 

automatically generate a specific amount of spherical aberration. The required 

comatic distortion of the lap is induced by a system of levers and springs which are 

stretched and relaxed as the lap moves. A lap was constructed to grind and polish 

a 20cm glass blank. The resultant polished surface, in agreement with the predicted 

asphericity, has 28 microns of spherical aberration at its edge, appropriate for a 

F /2.0 convex paraboloid. The average radial profile has a residual peak-to-valley 

error of 200nm and an rms error of 6Onm. This experiment serves as a first 

successful test of the stressed lap concept and as a demonstration of a new method 

for generating aspheric secondary mirrors. 

The second new technology is concerned with testing large optics where 

vibrations can be a serious problem. A modification to the us~al phase shifting 

interferometry reduction algorithm permits measurements to be taken fast enough 

to essentially freeze out vibrations. Only two interferograms are needed with an 

exact phase relationship; and these can be recorded very rapidly on. either side of the 

interline transfer of a standard CCD video camera, prior to charge transfer readout. 

The third required interferogram is a null. An analysis of potential phase errors was 

performed for this "2+ 1" algorithm. In the developed implementation, two 

frequencies, dv/v::::lO-8, are generated with orthogonal polarizations. A Pockels cell 
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rapiclly switches the frequency entering the intetterometer, resuiting in a phase shift 

over the long path difference of the interferometer. The two time critical 

interferograms are acquired with a lIDS separation resulting in a reduction in 

sensitivity to vibration of one to two orders of magnitude. Laboratory tests were 

performed to compare this ''2+ 1" system with a commercial phase shifting package. 

Similar phase determination accuracies were found when vibrations were low. 

However, the "2 + 1" system also succeeded when vibrations were large enough to 

wash out video rate fringes. 
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INTRODUCTION 

13 

The University of Arizona is currently developing the facilities and 

technologies required to produce a new generation of large optical telescopes. At 

the heart of this program is the effort to cast and polish the large, fast and 

lightweight primat-y mirrors. These borosilicate glass, honeycomb structure mirrors 

are cast in a large rotating oven to produce a fast parabolic front surface. Figuring 

and polishing will then be performed with a rigid sub-diameter lap whose shape is 

changed as it moves to fit the desired aspheric surface. To date, mirrors as large as 

3.5 meters in diameter have been spin cast and the first computer controlled stressed 

lap will soon be used to polish a 1.8m, F /1 mirror. One of the final goals is to 

produce two 8m, F /1.2 primaries for the Columbus project, described by Strittmatter 

(1988). The design requirements of large telescopes and much concerning the 

methods being developed at the University of Arizona are contained in a design 

study by Angel and Woolf (1986) of a 15m multiple mirror telescope and in a paper 

on large mirrors by Angel (1987). The stressed lap technique is described by Angel 

(1984) and by Martin, Angel and Cheng (1988). 

This dissertation is concerned with two of the technologies of prime concern: 

stressed lap polishing and interferometric testing. Alternating and iterative steps of 

polishing and testing are required to produce a desired optical surface; either of 

these steps can limit the accuracy of the result. The first part of this dissertation 

deals with a demonstration of the stressed lap concept and the second with a new 
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aigorithm for phase shifting interferometry which substantially reduces the effects 

of VIbrations in the test environment. 

A spherical surface is naturally produced by rubbing two rigid pieces of the 

same size together. In order to generate an asphere traditional polishing requires 

many testing, polishing iterations with an experienced optician recalculating the 

required pitch pattern and polishing time at each step. The concept of stressing 

thin plates to permit polishing them as spheres was first performed by Schmidt 

(1932). Such elastic relaxation methods have been used by Lemaitre (1975 and 

1981) to obtain a large variet)' of aspheric surfaces. The Keck telescope project has 

used this approach to polish off axis paraboloids, as described by Lubliner and 

Nelson (1980) and Nelson et al (1980). Stressing an optic in permanent operation 

is an additional technique, that has been used by Bely et al (1984) at the 

Canada-France-Hawaii telescope. When dealing with large, thick and, especially, fast 

optics this approach becomes unfeasible. An alternative approach, used successfully 

by Brown (1984) of Grubb P~ons to polish the William Herschel Telescope 

primary, made use of a full size lap with a faceplate profile chosen to provide 

appropriate curvature changes as a function of lap overhang. 

The idea of stressing the lap is the approach being taken at the Steward 

Observatory Mirror Laboratory. The first part of this dissertation presents a 

demonstration of the stressed lap polishing concept and is particularly concerned 

with a full sized stressed lap approach. While the shape changes needed for 

sub-diameter laps are complex and require computer control, those needed for a full 

size lap working a parabolic or hyperbolic surface are simple. The required comatic 
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distortion can be induced by a system of edge ievers and springs which are stretched 

and relaxed as the lap moves. The generated surface will have a fourth order radial 

component induced, referred to as spherical aberration. A major advantage of this 

technique is that a properly chosen set of lap specifications automatically generates 

the desired figure with additionai polishing time merely resulting in a thinner optic. 

The undercorrected spherical aberration of a spherical surface can be corrected by 

removing more material near the edge in order to produce a paraboloid. This full 

sized lap produces more strongly undercorrected spherical aberration, however. 

appropriate for a hyperbolic secondary or Schmidt plate. Much of the impetus for 

this work has therefore been the fast secondaries which will be required by the next 

generation of telescopes. 

A full size stressed lap was built and used to grind and polish a surface with 

approximately 281' of spherical aberration on a 20cm glass blank. The concept and 

predicted performance of this lap are discussed in chapter 2. Grinding, polishing 

and testing of the aspheric surface are then descn"bed in chapter 3. 

The method of phase shifting interferometry is routinely used to produce very 

high accuracy contour maps of optical surfaces. The phase at every point on the 

surface, not just along fringe centers, is obtained directly from intensity information. 

However, when large optics with long focal lengths are to be tested, vibration is 

likely to spoil the method, because of the induced blurring and random phase errors 

of sequential exposures. Desired surface accuracies on the order of .011' make the 

test very sensitive to changes in the separation of test and reference surface during 

the measurement. 
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·1 bree approaches may be to be taken to the problem of vibration. The first 

is to build massive, rigid test towers. These towers are expensive and normally 

require moving the optic off the polishing machine and into a test environment. The 

second approach is to use a common path interferometer, which is then only 

sensitive to tilt of the mirror blank itself. A scatterplate interferometer (Rubin, 

1980) is often used for this purpose. The main problem with this type of 

interferometer is that appropriate phase shifting interferometric techniques are not 

available and therefore phase information is only obtained along fringe centers. 

The approach taken at the National Optical Astronomical Observatories optics shop 

reduces this drawback by making use of an algorithm which can treat hundreds of 

fringes across the surface. The third approach, and the one ta.1(en in this 

dissertation, is to perform the measurement so fast that the vibrations are essentially 

frozen out. This approach is similar to optical schemes, such as that devised by 

Smythe and Moore (1984), to simultaneously produce multiple interferograms with 

different phase; however, these methods are expensive and complex, requiring 

multiple cameras and exact image registration. 

Standard phase shifting algorithms require at least three interferograms with 

known phase differences in order to solve for the phase; Creath (1988) describes 

the various algorithms. The measurement speed is normally limited by the readout 

time of the detector array and by how fast a phase shift can be performed 

Generally, the camera is a video rate ceo or photodiode array and a piezoelectric 

crystal is used to mechanically shift the reference surface. 

A modification of the standard phase shifting algorithms has been developed 
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to defeat the readout time limitation by oniy requiring two interferograms separated 

by a known phase shift. A third nonnalizjng or null interferogram is relatively 

vibration insensitive and can be taken at any time. This new "2 + 1" algorithm is 

presented in chapter 4 along with a discussion of potential error sources. Chapter 

5 describes an impiementation of this algorithm which depends on frequency shifting 

to obtain the required rapid phase shifts. Interferometric testing was performed in 

low and high vibration situations, with the "2+ 1" system and a commercial phase 

shifting system, as described in chapter 6. 

The final chapter is a summary of this work and includes some comments on 

the directions that future efforts might take. 
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CHArT~R2 

A FULL SIZE STRESSED LAP FOR ASPHERIC POLISHING 

A full size stressed lap was designed and used to grind and polish a 20cm 

glass blank. Tnis chapter desen-oes the concept and predicted performance of this 

lap. 

The Concept 

The basic concept of full size stressed lap polishing is illustrated in figure 2.l. 

The optic being polished and a reference post are both fixed against translation. 

Springs are attached between the center reference post and a series of posts around 

the edge of the lap. In fig. 2.1(a) the lap is centered over the blan.1( so that the 

forces exerted on the lap are syDh"11etrical. When the lap is translated to one side 

as in fig. 2.1(b), the spring tension and moment are increased on that side causing 

the plate to bow away from the optic, while the moment on the opposite side of the 

lap is reduced so that the plate relaxes downward. This induced comatic shape as 

the lap is decentered tends to remove more material where the edge of the lap 

relaxes downward, while steepening the edge of the blank and leaving the center of 

the blank relatively untouched. What is important is the change in curvature of the 

lap as it is displaced; any constant forces will just tend to produce a sphere. The lap 

takes on a comatic shape as it is displaced and it is this change in curvature that 

generates the symmetrical departure from a sphere in the optic being polished. This 

departure has a fourth order radial dependence, referred to as spherical aberration. 

Of course, higher order terms could also be potentially generated but these terms 
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will be shown to be small. 

The resultant surface shown in fig. 2.1(c) is a Schmidt surface; spherical 

aberration has been added to the surface. The obvious application of this technique 

comes with the large fast hyperbolic secondaries which will be required for the next 

generation of telescopes, since spherical aberration is introduced in the required 

sense. The drawing shown in fig. 2.1(a) was for a flat lap when under stress. If the 

plate had been flat before attaching the springs the resul~'t bowed shape would 

have added concavity or negative power to the optic being generated (which was our 

actual case). If the lap was instead initially concave a convex hyperbolic secondary 

could have been produced. 

An important point to note about this stressed lap is that once the desired 

shape has been attained, continued grinding or polishing time will only make the 

optic thinner. With rigid laps extreme care must be taken not to overshoot the 

desired result by polishing too long. This technique, however, automatically 

generates and then holds to a particular result that is entirely dependent only on the 

initial lap specifications. This is true because, even as the lap is displaced, the lap 

and blank will always fit each other everywhere. 

The Stressed Lap 

A full size lap was designed to grind and polish a 20cm diameter by 3.4cm 

thick pyrex blank. Fig. 22 is a schematic of the lap centered on top of this blank 

and fig. 23 is a photograph of the system mounted on an Elgin polishing machine. 

The blank is rotated under the lap by the spindle on which it sits, and the lap is 

driven from side to side by a poker pin which fits into a socket at the center of the 
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Figure 2.1. Full size stressed lap concept. 

Schematic demonstrating comatic distortion automatically induced in iap as 
it is dispiaced. (a) Lap centered over optic, (b) decentered, and (c) the generated 
Schmidt type surface. 
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~:t:====-== fixedplaUorm 
fixed central cylinder 
(free to rotate) 

turntable 

Figure 2.2. Schematic of full size spring operated stressed lap. 

Tne optic being worked is centered on a rotating turntable. The lap is driven 
from side to side by a pin which fits in a socket at its center. A cylindrical bearing 
permits lap rotation. 
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Photograph of the lap mounted on an Elgin polishing machine. 
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lap, as seen in fig. 2.4. 

The lap consists of a 24cm diameter anodized aluminum plate around which 

are located 24 posts which act as moment arms. Extension springs are attached 

between a central ring and the tops of these posts, at a 10cm radius. This ring is 

fixed to the inside of a circular bearing which permits freedom of rotation, so that 

the lap can rotate along with the blank, while providing a stationary reference 

against transiation. Both the constant downward loading of the lap and its changing 

shape as the lap is translated are provided by the springs. The total spring length 

is about 1ern longer than the length of the coils. Tne springs were overstretched to 

produce a permanent gap between the coils, before cutting them to the desired 

leng"t.h. This removed the initial spring tension and made the springs linear over 

the range of lengths required. A design criterion had been the downward pressure 

exerted by the lap, about 2400Newton/m2 (3Spsi); this turns out to be adequate for 

a large lap but could have been substantially larger for a lap of this size. The 

resultant grinding rate with this lap is therefore a fair bit slower than it could have 

been. The stressed lap specifications are listed in table 2.1 with reference to fig. 25. 

Brass tiles (1.6mm thick), small enough ( < 16mm on aside) to provide a good 

fit to the surface being generated, were glued to the underside of the lap to act as 

the 20cm diameter working surface. A slightly offset radially symmetric tile pattern, 

fig. 2.6, was chosen to avoid inducing different amounts of lap bending as a function 

of the rotational orientation of the lap. A flat tool along with a 40Jl grit solution was 

used to grind a flat surface on both the brass tool (not under stress) and the blank; 

<25Jl of curvature as measured, on both surfaces, with a 76mm spherometer. 
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These two photographs show the centered and decentered lap. 



Tabie 2.1. Full size stressed lap specifications. 

Downward force of lap 

Weight of lap 

DownWard force per spring 

Number of springs (and posts) 

Spring rest leng""..h 
~_-= __ ___ ,..6 __ • 

"'YU.LlC; ,"Vuo)I41.lL 

Spring height 

Post height 

Post circle radius 

Outer radius of plate 

Outer radius of tiles 

Outer spring radius 

Fixed ring/inner spring radius 

.Aluminum plate thickness 

AI: elastic modulus 

AI: Poisson number 

F, = 7.95 kg 

Fl = 1.25 kg 

F. = .28 kg 

N = 24 

l.. = 6.4 em 

k = .075 kg! em 

h = 9.8 em 

H = 103 em 

a = 11.1 em 

rp = 12.1 em 

rT = 102 em 

ro = 102 em 

r, = 3.7 em 

t = .318 em 

E = 7.Oxl(l kg/cm2 

JI = 33 

25 



Figure 2.5. Stressed lap dimensions. 

Some of the dimensions referred to 
in Table 2.1. 
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I fooIc'----20 cm----+l~ 

Figure 2.6. Tile Pattern used on 
the stressed lap_ 

Slightly offset radially symmetric 
tile pattern. Tne remaining pattern 
is symmetric with the few tiles 
shown. 
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Prerli~s.erl Performance 

Spherical aberration has a fourth order dependence on radius, r, which can 

be written as z=a4ll(r/a)4, where a is the radius at the edge of the surface. A radial 

displacement of the stressed lap from the center of the surface being generated 

introduces a comatic distortion in the lap. This change in lap shape must cOllespond 

to the change in the surface's spherical aberration over the displaced distance, Ax, 

az(Ax) = (dz/dx) Ax = 4 a4ll (r ia~) fur. cosO. 

The required comatic lap distortion, ~1(r/a)3cos9, can be induced by a distribution 

of bending moments around the edge of the lap. The moment per unit length is 

given by Lubliner and Nelson (1980, eqn. 17) as 

M(9) = Ml cos9 = (2D/a~ (3+v) ~1 cos9 . 

D=Er i12(1-v~ is the plate stiffness modulus, where t is the plate thickness and E 

and v are the elastic modulus and Poisson number for the plate material The 

transverse loading has been taken to be a constant in this case. Equating the 

comatic deflection of the lap to the change in spherical aberration on the surface 

then gives us an expression for the amount of spherical aberration introduced by a 

change in applied moment, AMI, as the lap is displaced by bx: 

a4C) = AM1 a2 [8D (3+v) Ax]"1 • 

The line moment at the edge of the lap, due to the spring tension acting at 

an angle a and a height H above the surface of the lap, is calculated as 

M1 = - (n/21Ca) H k 0-1,,) sma , 

where n is the number of posts, k is the spring constant, I is the length of the spring 

coil and 1" is the spring coil rest iength. As the iap is dispiaced the moment 

increases on one side and decreases on the opposite side due to the change in spring 
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leng-Ui and angle. For the symmetric or centered case the spring coii iength and 

angle are lO.Scm and 335-. An average of these two extreme moment change~ 

when the lap is at its maximum decenter (l=12.2cm,a=42.6° and 1=9.6cm,a=22.00), 

results in a change in applied moment of AM=8.O±O.lNewton-m/m. The designed 

stressed lap is therefore predicted by th:s modei to generate 30±21' of spherical 

aberration at the edge of the blank. 

It may be of some interest to determine how fast a parabolic surface this 

amount of spherical aberration corresponds to. The surface height, z, of a conic as 

a function of radius, r, can be expressed as 

fIR f (K+ 1)r4 

z= =-+ + ... 
1 + [1 - (K+ 1)(r/R)'"1/2 2R 2~!R3 

where R is the radius of curvature and K is the conic constant. For a parabola 

(K = -1) all terms higher than second order are zero in the expansion. The required 

fourth order term to obtain a parabola from a sphere (K=O) is then Az=r4/(8R3). 

The case of Az=301' at r=10.2cm implies that R=76.3cm, resulting in a focal ratio 

of R/4r = 1.88. The predicted amount of generated spherical aberration would 

therefore be appropriate to a F /1.9 convex paraboloid 

The stressed lap will actually tend to produce a Schmidt type surface with 

some power. A Schmidt camera consists of an aspheric corrector plate of this form 

at the center of curvature of a spherical mirror. The spherical aberration introduced 

by the mirror, with the object at infinity, is 2Az=2r4/8Rz.3• The aspheric contnbution 

of the Schmidt le~ (n-l)r4/8R3
, is intended to cancel the spherical aberration of 

the spherical mirror. The focal ratio of the Schmidt camera is thus related to that 

of the corrector surface by (F /#)a=a = [2/(n-IW/3(F /#)_ The predicted aspheric 
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surface would therefore be appropriate to a F i3.0 Schmidt camera, assuming a 

corrector with refractive index n=15. 

Conclusion 

The basic concept of aspheric polishing with a full size stressed lap has been 

presented along with the specifications of the lap which was constructed. The lap 

is predicted to add 30±2" of spherical aberration at the edge of the 20cm diameter 

blank. 

This full size stressed lap approach is not directly applicable to the generation 

of a parabolic primary since a fourth order term must instead be removed from the 

appropriate sphere; the lap introduces spherical aberration with the opposite sign. 

Standard polishing machines offer two motor controls: an eccentric arm and a 

spindle which can be used to translate the lap and rotate the blank, respectively. A 

variation which might be appropriate to generating a concave paraboloid requires 

an additional motion control, to translate the blank or the reference post If the 

blank were translated by the same amount as the lap, but in the opposite direction, 

then the lap would tend to relax downward as it moved toward the edge of the 

blank. Translating the reference post by twice as much as the lap displacement 

would similarly remove more glass at the edge of the blank. Such a use of a full size 

stressed lap could thereby permit removal of a desired fourth order term. 

A final point which should be addressed is that the lap descnoed here uses 

a flat, uniform thickness, plate. If a concave or convex surface were to be made the 

lap would need to have the complementary shape, which implies non-uniform plate 

thickness and therefore non-uniform bending radially. One solution is to add 
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material to the iap, in the required shape, without adding stiffness against bending. 

The basic idea is the same as that used in cutting the brass tiles small enough to 

always fit the desired surface and thereby not effect the lap stiffness. 
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l.:riAPTEK 3 

MIRROR FABRICATION AND TESTING 

The full size stressed lap described in ch2 was used to grind and polish a 

20cm. glass blank. Tnis chapter discusses the fabrication procedure followed and the 

tests of the surface made along the way. 

Grindin~ and PQIishin~ 

The grinding and polishing procedures used were fairly standard except, of 

course, for the nature of the lap. The rotation and translation rates of the Elgin 

polishing machine were not adjusted to obtain any particular spherical surface, since 

only the generated aspheric term was of interest in this case. The poker pin was 

permitted a Scm stroke from side to side, a limit imposed by the inner bearing 

diameter. 

Grinding was performed in sessions with durations varying from 10 to 40 

minutes. Generally the grinding solution was poured onto the blank then the lap 

was placed on top and the machine was started. Both the lap and blank began 

wearing at their centers first and 200 minutes with 401-' grit was required before the 

edges of the two surfaces made contact. The lap wore somewhat asymmetrically 

during this period with different amounts of wear in orthogonal directions. 

Periodic profiles across the blank's surface were taken during grinding with 

the aid of a Federal electronic indicator, model EAS-1461 (21-'/div. scale), on a 

granite table. The blank was slid under the indicator along a line through its center 

and the resultant height measurements, Z, as a function of position, x, were fit with 
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a least-squares fit to a fourLh order polynomiai: 

Z = a" + a1x + ~ + 3.;i(4. 

The first two coefficients correspond to a zero point offset and a tilt, 

respectively. Since the sphere being generated has such a long radius of curvature 

it can be accurately approximated by the parabolic term, a;t. That leaves us with 

the important term, the fourth order coefficient, 3., which corresponds to the amount 

of spherical aberration being generated. Table 3.1 lists these last two coefficients 

as a function of total grinding time, along with the variance, a'-, for the least-squares 

fit. What we wanted to see was whether the fourth order term stabilized so that 

additional grinding time would merely make the glass thinner. The final column 

shows the resultant spherical aberration at the edge of the blank which remains fairly 

constant, within measurement and fitting errors, throughout the grinding process. 

Grinding with 401' grit was continued until it was confidently established that 

the amount of asphericity was no longer changing: a total grinding time of 600 min., 

with 101' of glass removed in the final hour. Fmer grits were then used: 25JL grit for 

390 min. with 611' of glass removed, 121' grit for 210 min. with 261' removed and 3JL 

grit for 200 min. with 1251' removed. The ground surface was checked with a 30x 

microscope during these final grinds and was found to be of good quality with no 

visible scratches. 

A plot of the indicator profile data and the resultant least-squares fit after the 

final grind is shown in fig. 3.1. The first three terms of the polynomial have been 

removed for this plot and in addition a best fit sphere was removed from the data. 

Tne removai of this sphere has the effect of changing the appearance of the 

aberration from that of classical spherical to the form of a Zernike spherical term; 
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Table 3.1. Coefficients for ieast-squares fit to grinding data. 
The final column is the implied amount of spherical aberration 
at the mirror's edge (~r~). 

Test# Time(min) Grit(J£) az(l/m) ~(m-3) cr(p.~ SA(p.) 

4 200 40 .0024 .29 3.8 31 
7 440 .0037 .26 5.7 28 

14 540 .0042 .26 1.7 28 
15 600 .0043 .28 2.2 30 
16 750 25 nnAO 

.~v .30 33 31 
18 990 .0031 .30 3.0 31 
10 1200 1") nn.,:: .23 ")., ,,)A 

... " ... ~ .VVJJ ~.I ~~ 

20 1200 .0032 .26 43 28 
"'1 1400 3 ...... " .... '" .25 3.9 27 ~l. .w.)u 
22 1400 .0027 .29 2.9 31 
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Figure 3.1. Indicator test plot of surface profile. 

Indicator test of the mirror profile across a diameter, after the final grind. 
Tne best fit sphere has been removed and a least-squares fit of a + br+ dx4 was made 
to the data points (+ ). 
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the generated aspheric surface has the form of a Schmidt plate. The fourth order 

coefficient obtained from this fit is ~ = .29m-3 which corresponds to a height va.~ation 

from center to edge of the surface of roughly 30" or 50 HeNe waves of classical 

spherical aberration. 

This result was checked by waxing the test surface and ma.1cing a series of 

Foucault tests as a function of radius on the surface. The optical set-up consisted 

of a source/knife-edge assembly on a transiation stage and a long focal length 

sphere, fs=282cm, to roughly collimate the diverging wavefront from the point 

source. The test surface, a distance 1=-311cm from the sphere, then reflected this 

wavefront back on itself. The separation of source and sphere, I.. was varied to find 

the focus for a given radius. The local radius of curvature is then R=(l/~+ l/l.t+l 

Fig. 3.2 is a plot of surface slope, dy/dr=-r/~ versus radius, r, for this 

autocollimation test. A least-squares fit of bx+dr was made through the data 

points. The resultant fourth order coefficient, ac=d/4=.3Om-3, is in good agreement 

with the indicator profile results. 

The next step was to begin polishing and a first attempt was made by gluing 

sections of polyurethane polishing cloth to the brass tiles. This was unsuccessful as 

the mirror immediately began to polish non-uniformallyand continued to do so even 

though polishing was continued for almost 10 hours. The resultant zones were 

probably due to a combination of variations in the glue thickness and wearing by the 

sha.TJ) edges of the polishing cloth. Another 375 min. of grinding with 3/.' grit was 

performed to remove the effect of this failed polishing attempt, after removing the 

polishing cloth from the lap. 
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Figure 32. Foucault test plot of surface slope. 

A knife-edge test was used to determine the focalleng"'Ji and hence slope for 
six radii on the mirror, after the final grind. A least-squares fit ofbx+dt was made 
to the data points (x). 
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A iayer of Gugoiz #73 medium hard pitch, 33±13mm thick, was then poured 

over the brass tiles. V-grooves, 3mm deep, were cut into the pitch to form ~20mm 

square facets. The pitch was fit to the surface by pressing the lap against the blank 

prior to polishing. Spacers were inserted to raise the lap support platform and 

bearing so as not to change the applied forces. Uniform polishing was seen to be 

taking place from the start and a good overall polish was obtained in 90 min. using 

a cerium oxide solution. 

Null Testin~ with a Shack Cube Interferometer 

After completion of the grinding phase, the required amount of spherical 

aberration to be introduced for null testing could be confidently predicted and a type 

of null lens suggested by R. Shack was designed. The result is an almost afocal null, 

pictured in fig. 3.3, which can be srJfted along the optic axis to introduce varying 

amounts of spherical aberration. The three lenses were obtained from the Melles 

Griot catalog and their focal lengths were, checked by autocollimation and also with 

a spherometer (fl =200.4±.7mm, f2=-100.0±.2mm and f3=200.2±.7mm at .633nm). 

The optical test set-up, also illustrated in fig. 3.3, makes use of a Shack 

interferometer cube manufactured by Tucson Optical Research Corporation. The 

Shack cube was developed by Shack and Hopkins (1979). A high quality (')./20) 

uncoated spherical lens cemented onto the cube reflects a spherical reference 

wavefront, while the transmitted diverging wavefront becomes the test beam. The 

beam is nearly collimated by a long radius spherical mirror (4Ocm diameter, F/6.9) 

and is then reflected back on itself by the aspheric surface under test. The returned 

converging test beam interfereres with the reference wavefront at the output of the 

Shack cube. A Pu1nix TM-34 video rate ceo array was placed at the exit pupil of 
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Figure 33. Interferometric test set-up. 

spherical 
mirror 

(a) Expanded view of the Shack cube and null lens. (b) The set-up used to 
test the polished aspheric surface (shown roughly to scale). 
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the system to view the interference fringes, superposed on an image of the aspheric 

surface. An optical design program (SODA-Small Optical Design Algorithm) was 

used to aid in the test set-up, to design the null lens and to determine the fourth 

order term present on the asphere. 

Tne Shack cube was inserted and aligned after first centering the null lens, 

spherical mirror and asphere on the laser beam.. The asphere was tilted to generate 

vertical interference fringes and the null lens was shh~ed longitudinally to minimize 

the observed spherical aberration. A series of interferograms (12 frames) were 

stored in computer memory from the ceo video output with the aid of a frame 

grabber. The asphere was rotated by 90· between the four data sets which were 

obtained. 

An algorithm developed by Angel and Wan (1986), and described in detail 

by Wan (1987), was used to obtain phase maps of the asphere from the intensity 

variations across the interferograms. The interferograms were first normalized with 

the aid of the other interferograms of the same set. Fig. 3.4 shows normalized 

interferograms for each of the four orientations. The phase map for each 

interferogram was then obtained and averaged with the other phase maps for that 

orientation; two of these phase maps are shown in fig. 35. Since this was an off axis 

test, astigmatism and coma were also present. The procedure outlined by Parks 

(1978) was used to remove these asymmetric errors due to the off axis test and the 

misalignment of components other than the asphere. A nine term Zernike fit was 

performed on the phase map for each orientation, and the tilt and defocus terms 

were removed. The coefficients for the four orientations were averaged to obtain 
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Figure 3.4. Normalized interferograms. 

The normalized interferograms for each or tne four orientations ot the 
asphere. From left to right there is a 180· rotation of the asphere; from top to 
bottom a 90· rotation. 
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Figure 3.5. Phase maps, before removal of test optics. 

ut..ase -~-s -eA"~eA &_~- ... t..e :-"'e-&e-~--~-S ~&.c:_ 3 A &0- ~ nno -o"'~"':on 
.I. 11 111Cll' , 1 UU'- U l.lV111 Lll 111L 11 1V~1ClUJ VJ. J.12;;. .'"t, 1 1 Cl '7V J Lall 1 

of the asphere. Tilt has been removed. Phase is plotted as intensity; black is high 
and white is low. 
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the nonrotating x and y components of coma and astigmatis~ which were also 

removed from each phase map; the remainder represents coma and astigmatism in 

the surface. One of these phase maps with test optics removed is shown in fig. 3.6. 

The residual coma, which varied substantially in orientation between the four 

asphere orientations, appears to be < 2p. Repositioning of the asphere was 

apparently modifying the coma, perhaps since the tilt was also changing. 

Astigmatism was much more consistent in magnitude and angle between the various 

orientations leading to a value of .60±.04p in the aspheric surface. Tiils ~tigmatism 

was probably initially present in the blank, since the lap should have no tendency to 

either introduce or remove astigmatism. 

The position of the null lens with respect to the Shack cube determines the 

absolute amount of spherical aberration at the edge of the asphere, which was 

thereby found to be =28±2p. 

A radial average of the phase was performed for each orientation. The best 

fit second and fourth order terms were determined and used to remove curvature 

and spherical aberration, in order to observe the departure from the desired surface. 

Figure 3.7 shows the residual wavefront radial average for one of !he orientations; 

similar results were obtained for each orientation. The peak-to-valley error in the 

surface is 200nm with an rms error of 6Onm. 

Conclusion 

A full size stressed lap was built and this chapter describes how it was 

successfully used to produce an aspheric surface on a 20cm glass blank. The 

resultant polished surface has had 28±2Jl of spherical aberration added to it, with an 

rms surface error of 6Onm. This result is in good agreement with the predicted 
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Figure 3.6. Phase map of aspheric wavefront, with test optics removed. 

Coma and astigmatism due to the test optics were removed from the phase 
maps of fig 3.5 to obtain this intensity display of the aspheric surface. 
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Figure 3.7. Radial average plot of residual pbase. 

Residual phase versus radius, with best fit curvature and spherical aberration 
removed from a radial average plot for the phase map of fig. 3.6. 
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value of 30±21'. 

This chapter concludes the discussion of the first new technology being 

presented in this dissertation. A new technology for testing large optics in the 

presence of vibrations is presented in the following chapters. 
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CHAPTER 4 

THE WZ+ 1" PHASE SHIF"l'ING ALGORITHM 

Presentation of the second new technology included in this dissertation is 

begun in this chapter. The testing of large optics with phase shifting interferometry 

can be difficult in the presence of vibrations. A new phase shifting algorithm is 

developed in the following pages which permits interferograms to be acquired fast 

enough to essentially freeze out vibrations. Subsequent cbapters will descnbe an 

implementation of the new algorithm and some experimental results. 

Phase Shiftin~ Interferometty 

For interferometric test purposes a wavefront from the optic under test is 

interfered with a reference wavefront. In general at least three interferograms, with 

controlled shifts of phase between the test and reference wavefronts, are required 

to solve for pbase at each point on the surface under test. The general two beam 

interference equation gives the resultant interferogram intensity as a function of the 

pupil coordinates as 

I(x,y) = IE1 + ~12 

= 11 + Iz + 2(I1IS /z I 112(T)I cos[~(x,y) + Q(t)], 

where ~(x,y) and 11(x,y) are the electric field amplitude and intensity of the test 

wavefront, respectively; and similarly Ez(x,y) and I:(x,y) are those of the reference 

wavefront. The normalized coherence function, 1112( T) I, can be assumed to be unity 

for the case of a narrowband point source. The goal is to solve for the phase 

difference, ~(x,y), between the two wavefronts in order to determine the optical path 
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dfffcreu.~, CPD = ¢}"/2'ii, where}.. is the wavelength. At least three interferograms 

are required with controlled phase shifts, et(t), between them, to simultaneously solve 

for the phase difference and intensities II and 12" The interference equation can also 

be written as I=Io[l+'Yoco~], where 10 is the DC level and 'Yo is the modulation of 

The standard procedure is to obtain interferograms in sequence, typically 

making phase shifts with a piezo-eiectric actuator. Interferograms are captured with 

a CCD or similar self scanning device and read out pixel by pixel via an 

analog/digital converter for computer processing. Factors which determine the 

cycle time, and hence the suscepnbility to Vibration, are: the speed of readout, the 

integration time to overcome photon or electronic readout noise, and the settling 

time if mechanical motion is used to step the phase. The time to acquire three or 

more images is typically dominated by the time for successive readouts of the pixel 

array. 

The "2+ 1" Algorithm 

For the new algorithm two interferograms, IA and IB, are required separated 

by a quarter wave step, plus a third normalizing interferogram, Ie, taken sometime 

later, averaged over two phases 1800 apart: 

IA(x,y) = II + 12 + 2{1IIJ'/2 I 112(T) I cos~, 
IB(x,y) = II + 12 + 2{1IIJ l

12 h12(T) I cos(~ - 1C/2) 

= II + 12 + 2{11IJl
12 1112(T) I sin~, 

Ic(x,y) = ~[Il +12 + 2{11ISl2 h12(T) I cos~] 
+ 1;2[11 + 12 + 2(II1J·/~ i'Y12(T) i cos(~ + 1C)] 



The first pair yield the relation 

18 - (II + !J 
tan ~(~y) = 

IA - (11 + IJ 
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The third or normalizing frame provides the DC level (11 + IJ and is thereby 

insensitive to vibrations. The optical path difference can then be determined from 

the measured intensities as 

). 

OPD(~y) = - tan·: 
2,.. 

IB(~Y) - Ic(~y) 

IA(x,y) - Ic(x,y) 

There are several practical advantages to this "2 + 1" algorithm. First, when only 

two frames are time critical, the delay in electronic read out can be completely 

eliminated. A commonly used CCD architecture allows for the recording of two 

virtually simultaneous images on a chip before any pixel readout transfer is required. 

This standard video image facility permits continuous readout by charge transfer, 

without shuttering. Each photosensitive pixel is accompanied by a blanked off 

storage pixel from which the readout is made. In interline transfer devices with 

adjacent storage sites, the entire transfer from sensitive to blanked pixels takes of 

order 1 microsecond. If such a chip is used with a synchronized shutter, then 

adjacent integrations of a millisecond or less can be recorded on either side of the 

moment of interline transfer. The interlaced images may then be read out at 

standard video rates and recorded with a standard computer interface and frame 

grabber. With a readout system of this sort, the time between the A and B images 

is reduced to the integration required to achieve a good signal/noise ratio, and the 

time to make the 90· phase shift. 
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Anaiysis of Errors 

The accuracy of phase measurement algorithms is reduced by phase errors 

arising from incorrect phase shifts, nonlinear phase shifts, detection nonlinearities, 

air turbulence and vibrations. The "2 + 1" algorithm can be implemented with a 

frequency shifting interferometer, as described in chapter 5. Heterodyne 

interferometer systems are in addition sensitive to erA'ors in sep&'"ating the frequency 

components and balancing the intensities of the components. This seedon is 

concerned with determining the magnitude of the potential phase errors for the 

''2+ 1" algorithm. 

Incorrect frequency shifts will result in phase shift errors. Assuming a phase 

shift error of 2E'1 between the first two interferograms and an error of 2E' 2 for the 

third interferogram, then: 

lA' = 11 + 12 + 2(llIS/2cos(~' + E'1) 

= 10[1 + 'Ycos(~' +E'I)] , 

Is' = 10[1 + 'Ysin(~'-E'I)] , 

and Ie' = Ia{l +('Y/2)[COS(~-1C/2-E'J + cos(~+1C/2+E'J]) 

= 10[1 - (2)-1/2'Y(CO~' + sin~')sineJ , 

where~' = ~ + 1C/4 • 

The measured phase would then be 

Is - Ie sin~' -/ko~' 
~" = tan-I = tan-l ____ _ 

IA - Ie co~' - ~sin~' 

where ~ = (sine1-(2)-1/2sinE'J/(COSE'1+(2)-1/2sineJ . 

• 



SO 

The value of fJ depends on the phase shift errors, EI and E~ and the resultant phase 

error, At/J=t/J" -4', is a function of phase, ~'. If EI =E2=0 the equation reduces to the 

no phase error case, rP f , = rP' . 

As a comparison, consider the three-bucket algorithm: IA = I..[1 + 

1cos(rP+1rj4)],IB = I..[1 + 1cos(~+31rj4)] and Ie = I..[1 + 1cos(t/J+S1r/4)] such that 

¢>(x,y) = tan-I[(Ic-Is)/(IA-Is)]. Consider a phase shift error of E between exposures 

so that lA' = I..[1 + 1cos(tP+1r/4-E)], Is' = Is and Ie' = I..[1 + 1cos(¢+S1r/4+E)]. 

The resultant phase error is 

sin¢> + /J' cos¢> 
A¢> = -rP + tan-I ----

cosrP + fJ' sin¢ 

where {3' = (l+sine-cose)/(l+sine+cose) . 

A -10% linear phase shift error, 2E1=E2 =E=(-.1)1I'/2, corresponds to /J=.0363 

and {J' =-.0787. Figure 4.1 is a plot of phase error versus phase for the -10% phase 

shift error case and fig. 42 is a plot of peak-to-valley (P-V) phase error as a function 

of percentage phase shift error. The resultant "2+ 1" phase error due to a phase shift 

error is seen to be substantially smaller than for the 3-bucket technique. 

A nonlinear detector is another source of phase errors. A second order 

detection nonlinearity can be expressed as 1/ = ~ + E~2. The phase error resulting 

from a -10% 2nd order detection nonlinearity is plotted in fig. 43 for both 

algorithms. Figure 4.4 is a plot of the P-V phase error versus percentage 2nd order 

detection nonlinearity error. Figures 45 and 4.6 are similar plots for the case of a 

third order detection nonlinearity,~' = ~ + e~2. The "2+ 1" algorithm is seen to be 

less sensitive to detector nonlinearities than is the 3-bucket algorithm. 

Phase errors are also produced if the intensities of the two frequency 
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components are unbalanced. For example, if the intensity of one of the frequency 

components is (1 +!) times brighter than that of the other, then !A' = !,,[1 +1COS~'], 

IB' = (1 + e)I,,[1 +lsin~'] and Ie' = ~[1 +lsin~] + ~(1 + e)I,,[1-lsin~]. The resultant 

phase error for a -10% intensity error, e=-.l, is plotted versus phase in fig. 4.7. Fig. 

4.8 is a plot of P-V phase error versus percent intensity error. 

'.. ~. - If the intensity of the third or null interferogram is some factor times the 

DC level of the first two interferograms, Ie' = e i", the phase error is 

sin~' - ell 
b.~ = ~' + tan-i 

----

co~' - ell 

This incorrect null level phase error is also plotted in figs. 4.7 and 4.8. 

The contamination of one of the interferogr3.&"!lS by the presence of the other 

frequency component will also result in phase errors. For example, if Is' = 

I,,[l +lsin~'] + €IN where IA = I,,[1 +lco~'] and Ie = I", then 

sin~' + E(lI+CO~') 
A.~ = ~' + tan-I --------

cos~' 

The phase error due to an error in separating the frequency components is plotted 

in figs. 4.9 and 4.10. 

Table 4.1 was compiled as a guide to the relative sensitivity of the "2+ 1" 

algorithm to the error sources considered in this section. The table lists the 

resultant pea..1c-to-valley phase error for a -5% simulated error. The data sets for ~e 

phase error plots were generated by the C programs listed in appendix A 

The phase errors resulting from incorrect phase shifts and detector 

nonlinearities can be compared with those determined by Creath (1988), who 

performed an analysis of system errors for the five major phase measurement 
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Tabie 4.1. "2+ I" aigorithm error anaiysis summary. Number of fringes 
of phase error (peak-to-valley) resulting from a -5% simulated error. 

ERROR SOURCE 

Phase Shift Error: 

Detector Nonlinearity: 

2nd Order 

3rd Order 

intensiiy Matching Error: 

Non DC Null 

Frequency Contamination: 

RESULTANT P-V PHASE ERROR 
(fringes) 

.006 

.006 

.009 

.012 

.023 

.018 

.033 
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algorithms: the 3-, 4-, 5- and (3+3)-bucket algorithms and the Carre algorithm. The 

"2 + 1" algorithm is less sensitive than the 3-bucket algorithm to these types of errors 

and is slightly more sensitive to all three of these errors than is the averaging three 

and three algorithm. The 4- and 5-bucket algorithms phase errors resulting from 

phase shift errors are about the same as for the 3-bucket algorithm, but are zero or 

almost zero for detector nonlinearity errors. The phase errors for the Carre 

algorithm are zero for phase shift errors and are slightly smaller than those for the 

"2+ I" algorithm when a nonlinear detector is used. 

Intensity matching and frequency contamination are not usually a problem in 

standard phase shifting interferometry, but they are of concern if a heterodyne 

system with two different frequency components is used. The "2 + 1" algorithm is 

more sensitive to these errors than the more traditional error sources. The P-V 

magnitude of the resultant phase errors can be maintained to less than }'/50 or .04 

fringes for errors between 5 and 10%. 

The Phase Reduction Software 

A program was written in C to obtain the phase map from the three 

interferograms. The first two interferograms, IA(x,y) and IB(x,y), are recorded as the 

two fields of a single video frame, as described in chapter 5. This frame consists of 

8 bits of intensity information at each pixel of an array of 512x400 pixels. One 

interferogram, lAo is stored on the even rows (0,2,4, . ..,398) of this array and the 

second interferogram, lao is stored on the odd rows. A second frame is obtained with 

a field containing the null interferogram, Ie, and a dark exposure field. These two 

fields are separated and the null information is copied into both fields of a single 
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frame. Software (appendix B) is available for separating and displaying the 

interferograms. The program menu asks for the names of these two frames, !AB and 

Ie, and for the name of an output phase frame file to be created. Other information 

which the program requires include: the number of fringes in the interferogram, the 

center column and row of the image, the radius of the image and an intensity shift 

factor. 

All pixels outside the image, defined by the specified image center and radius, 

are automatically set to zero in the phase map. The two input frames are read in 

two rows at a time, with the even row of the lAB frame assigned to array Il and the 

odd row assigned to 12. One row of the Ie frame is similarly assigned to 13. The 

phase at each pixel is calculated as 

phi = w + tan°1[(12-13)/(Il_13)] . 

The ?r value is added to produce a result between 0 and 21£. For display purposes 

these phase values are converted to intensities. An 8 bit frame grabber memory 

only permits intensity values between 0 and 255. By inputting the number of fringes, 

nfri, the use of this intensity range can be maximized. The conversion of phase to 

intensity is then accomplished by multiplying the phase by a scale factor = (llllGH

TLOW)/(2w x nfri), where llllGH=240 and ILOW=20. 

The resultant phase map will have discontinuities since the arctangent is 

limited to a 211' range. Two versions of the program are listed 1Tl appendix C. one 

which determines the phase directly and a second which also corrects for the moduli 

21£ errors. To correct for the discontinuities the program starts evaluating pbase at 

the top of the center column of the image. The phase of the center pixel of each 

row is compared with that of the center pixel of the previous row. If the pbase 
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difference is greater than 2r then 22r is added or subtracted, as appropriate, to the 

phase of all subsequent pixels. Similarly, the phase calculation for each row begins 

at the center pixel and moves right and left from this point with the phase at each 

new pixel being compared with that of the previous pixel. Since the phase-intensity 

of the top center pixel is not necessarily in the middle of the allowable range a shift 

factor can be inputted to shift the resultant phase-intensity values. 

The runtime of the phase reduction program, including corrections for 21l' 

discontinuities, is about 50 seconds on the IBM AT computer. The resultant phase 

maps can be converted to appropriate data formats to be analysed with the 

Interactive Reduction and Analysis Facility (IRAF - Tody, 1986) facility on the SUN 

computer or with the Phase Analysis Software (1988), as described in appendix D. 

Conclusion 

A new phase shifting algorithm has been presented which has the potential 

of substantially reducing the effects of vibrations. The requirement of only two time 

critical interferograms permits nearly instantaneous acquisition, thereby freezing out 

vibrations. The third interferogram of this "2+ 1" algorithm is a null and is relatively 

insensitive to vibrations. A computer program was written to perform phase 

reductions using this approach. 

The sensitivity of the new algorithm to various sources of error was 

determined. The "2 + 1" algorithm errors compare favorably with those of more 

standard algorithms, however some new potential error sources may be introduced 

by the chosen implementation. The next chapter will descnoe the implementation 

of a system to perform "2 + 1" phase shifting interferometIy. 
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CHAPTERS 

AN IMPLEMENTATION OF THE "2+1· ALGORITHM 

The special features of the new phase shifting algorithm presented in the 

previous chapter are not exploited by standard phase shifting interferometers. A 

system needed to be designed and built which would allow the "2+ I" algorithm to 

do what it was potentially capable of doing. Namely, the increase in the speed of 

measurement permitted by the requirement of only two time critical interferograms 

and the resultant effective freezing out of vibrations. 

The system which was built to perform "2 + 1" phase shifting interferometry 

is discussed in the following secti~!lS, along with considerations for using this system 

to test large optics. Three questions were asked in designing an implementation of 

the "2 + 1" phase shifting algorithm. The answers to these questions lie in the three 

subsystems of this implementation: the CCD video camera/frame grabber, the 

frequency shifter/selector and the counter/timer interface. 

The first question was how to record the "2" time critical interferograms. The 

answer was to record them on either side of the interline transfer of a CCD video 

camera, thereby eliminating the detector read out time delay. Both interferograms 

are then stored as the two fields of a single video frame. Question two was how to 

obtain a fast enough phase shift between these two exposures. The answer depends 

on a long path difference between the reference and test surface, which allows the 

phase shifts to be obtained by frequency shifting the laser light. The frequency 

shifter/selector package, located between the laser and interferometer, generates two 
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frequencies with onhogonai polarizations and rapidly switches the frequency 

component entering the interferometer. The final question was how to synchronize 

the frequency switching with the ceo interline transfer. A counter/timer interface 

in the computer synchronizes these actions, in addition to several others. 

Phase Shifting bv means of a Freqyency Shift 

On time scales of a millisecond phase shifting by mechanical translation is not 

accurate. An alternative approach was therefore chosen which obtains the required 

pbase shifts by frequency shifting the laser radiation. Two frequency components are 

generated simultaneously which are encoded with orthogonal polarizations to permit 

rapid switching of the frequency entering the interferometer. For path lengths of 

order 10m and HeNe wavelengths (633nm), typical of the tests envisaged, rather 

small frequency shifts of dll/II=1~ are required. For the C or null exposure, two 

frequencies that give exactly 180· of phase shift can be present in the same short 

exposure. H the two null frequencies were present simultaneously then there would 

be no effects from vibration, no matter how long the exposure. 

The technique for frequency shifting which was selected, after investigating 

a number of approacbes, was to use Doppler shifting. Massie (1980) makes use of 

acousto-optic modulators for frequency shifting, which is a possible alternative. The 

problem with this technique is that much of the light is lost to other orders and the 

beam direction is a function of frequency shift. Other possibilities include rotating 

wave plates, moving gratings or use of a Zeeman split laser source. However, 

rotating plates can only achieve frequency shifts in the kHz range; gratings have the 

same problems as acousto-optic modulators; and Zeeman split lasers are only 
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available in low powers, with no means of adjusting the frequency shift. 

The Doppler frequency shifter system is shown in fig. 5.1. I in early pola... ... .zed 

laser light at frequency flJo is divided into two orthogonal linear components by a 

polarizing beamsplitter cube. The beams are made parallel by a right angle prism 

in one path. A rotating turntable, with two right angle prisms mounted on it, is used 

to Doppler shift the upper component in the figure to the blue, since the prism is 

moving toward it, while the ortnogonai component is red shifted. Total internal 

reflection (TIR) occurs at the faces of all three prisms. Note that TIR at 45- to a 

glass-air interface will result in a phase retardation of ::::40- (Born and Wolf, p49). 

However, since the beams are linearly polarized either parallel or perpendicular to 

the plane of incidence these prisms do not act as polarizing devices. The beams 

then pass through quarter wave plates and are reflected back at normal incidence 

by mirrors. A second pass of the prisms causes the beams to retrace their incoming 

path, independent of prism orientation as seen in fig. 5.2, and also doubles the 

frequency shift. The quarter wave plates are oriented at 45- to the polarization axes 

of the beams in order to rotate their polarization axes by 90- in double pass. The 

polarization axes are thereby still parallel or perpendicular to the plane of incidence 

on the second pass through the prisms. This 90· rotation of the polarization axes 

allows the two beams to be recombined on their second pass through the polarizing 

beamsplitter; the initially reflected component is transmitted and the transmitted 

component is reflected The component labelled as the p-polarization has therefore 

experienced a (+ b.w) frequency shift while the s-polarization has been frequency 

shifted by (-b.ru). 

The prism turntable angular frequency, ru" is selected to obtain the necessary 
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The beam. from the laser, polarized at 45- to the polarizing beamsplitter, is 
divided into two orthogonally polarized components. The rotating prism turntable 
causes the upper and lower beams to experience shifts in angular frequency of + A6J 
and -!!oJ, respectively. A double pass of a >../4 plate rotates the polCh-ization axis by 
90- allowing the two frequency shifted components to be recombined by the 
polarizing beamsplitter. 
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The laser beam will sweep along the mirror as the turmaOle rotates. 
However, the beam will always be returned on itself by the right angle prism. 
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where c is the speed of light, 2L is the optical path difference between test and 

reference wavefront path lengths and r is the distance from the turntable rotation 

axis to the prism apex. Note that the frequency shift for a single reflection off a 

moving mirror is All = 2V fA, where in this case the veiocity is V = Cd!. Tne 

required phase shift occurs due to the difference in the number of optical cycles 

which fit into this return path distance, 2L, for the two frequencies. For the sample 

case of testing an 8m fll mirror at its center of curvature with a HeNe laser 

().=633nm) and a Shack cube interferometer then L=l6m. With r=9mm and a 

desired 90· phase shift the required turntable angular frequency would be an 

acceptable 20.6Hz. The frequency or phase shift is proportional to the velocity of 

the prism in the direction the light is propogating and therefore will decrease as a 

cosine function as the prisms rotate. At the 20.6Hz rate the turntable would rotate 

by about one degree during a lms exposure, leading to a < .02% phase shift error. 

The synchronization of the proper prism orientation with the interferogram exposure 

is, of course, critical. 

A means of rapidly switching between the two polarizations is shown in fig. 

53. The polarization selector consists of a Pockels cell and a polarizing beamsplitter 

cube. With no voltage across the Pockels cell the p-polarization, polarized in the 

plane of the page, will be transmitted by the polarizing cube, while the s-polarization 

is reflected. When an appropriate voitage is applied the cell can act as a haifwave 

plate which rotates the two polarizations by 90· so that the previously s-polarized 
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The Pockels cell and polarizing beamsplitter act as a switch for the two 
orthogonally polarized frequency components. The polarizing beamsplitter transmits 
light pola.M..zed in the plane of the page. The PockeIs cell can rapidly change the 
polafaation orientation and hence the frequency component entering the Shack cube 
interferometer shown. 
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component is transmitted instead. A quarter waveplate equivalent voltage will 

oppositely circular polarize the two frequency components so that half of each 

component will be transmitted and half reflected. 

The light reflected by the polarizing beamsplitter goes to a photodetector 

used to measure the individual frequency component intensities and their beat 

frequency when both are present. This also provides a means of setting and 

monitoring the turntable rotation rate and position. 

The light transmitted through the polarizing beamsplitter then enters the 

interferometer. A shutter is used to control the interferogram exposure. The 

indicated interferometer is a Shack cube interferometer, Shack and Hopkins (1979). 

This is the type of interferometer which is being used for testing at the Steward 

Mirror Lab. It consists of a microscope objective (not shown) which focusses the 

laser beam onto a pinhole glued to the surface of the beamsplitter cube from which 

a spherical wavefront then diverges. A portion of this wavefront (4%) is reflected 

back from the spherical reference surface, thereby providing the reference wavefront, 

while the remainder is transmitted normal to the surface. The test wavefront is 

reflected back, by the mirror under test, to interfere with the reference wavefront 

at the output of the cube. A lens is used to image the mirror under test onto the 

CCD detector array. 

The Three Interferograms 

The proposed sequence for the three interferograms is demonstrated 

schematically in fig. 5.4. Table 5.1 indicates the corresponding frequencies present 

at each detector. The ceD is to be used in a mode where only odd (or even) pixels 
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Figure 5.4. The sequence of interferograms. 

Tnree interferograms are required by the "2 + 1" interferogram. The "2" time 
critical interferograms are obtained by opening a shutter for Ims on either side of 
the interline transfer between two CCD integrations or fields. The Pockels cell 
voltage, and hence the frequency component entering the interferometer, is switched 
at the instant of interline transfer. The" + 1" or null interferogram. may be obtained 
in a similar manner during a mird em field or, as shown above, by having both 
frequencies present simultaneously. 
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Tabie 5.1: Tne 3 Interferograms. 

Interferogram A B C(null) 

Exposure Time lIDS lIDS lIDS 

Frequency Shift 2A6) 2Ac.J 4Ac&J 

PockeIs Cell Voltage Vp.f2) 0 V(l/4) or 
0& V(l/2) 

Freq. at Photodetector cup =6)0 + /!.6) 6). 6). & cup 

Frequency at ceo 6).=6)0-/!.6) 6)p 6). & 6)p 

Intensity at ceo IA(x,y) Is(x,y) Ic(x,y) 
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in a column are read out after each ii60 sec. integration. in this manner a singie 

video frame will consist of two interlaced CCD fields from the same set of pixels. 

The AT computer frame grabber can then store the first two interferograms in the 

same file. 

At the end of a field integration the charge at each pixei location is rapidiy 

transfered over to a screened pixel location where it can be read out at leisure 

during the subsequent integration, which begins immediately. The time scale for this 

transfer, which must be small compared to the interferogram exposure time, appears 

to be on the order of microseconds. The shutter is open for about lms on either 

side of this transfer point. For the first interferogram the Pockels cell voltage will 

be appropriate to act as a half waveplate to permit transmission of only the s

polarization frequency component. At the instant when the pixel charge transfer 

occurs the applied voltage will be dropped to zero to transmit only the p-polarization 

component. The Pockels cell switching time is less than a microsecond. During 

these two exposures, the prism tua.-ntable rotation rate will have been selected to 

provide a +45 0 phase shift for the first interferogram and a -45 0 shift for the second. 

The CCD transfer, shutter, Pockels cell voltage and prism turntable orientation 

must all be synchronized. The resultant interferograms will then have the following 

intensities, 

I.t\(x,y) = 11 + 12 + 2(111J1/
2 cos¢' and 

Is(x,y) = 11 + 12 + 2(I11S/2 sin¢' , 

where ¢' (x,y) = ¢(x,y) + 1£/4 • 

The third or null interferogram is taken sometime later during another CCD 
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i'ieici. Tne prism rotation rate is doubied in order to generate the appropriate 

frequency components for a ±90D phase shift. The interferogram intensi~ is then 

Ic(x,y) = ~1 + 12 + 2{111JI12 cos(~ + ?r/2)) + 

Jh[Il + 12 + 2(11IJI12 cos(~ - ?r/2)] 

=(i1+iJ. 

These three intensities (A, B & C) can then be used to solve for the phase or OPD 

at each pixel location. The procedure can of C01l1-se be repeated a number of times 

to improve the measurement accuracy. 

S,ynchronization and Computer Control 

Of prime concern is that the Pockels cell switches the frequency entering the 

interferometer just as the CCD interline trC1i!sfer occurs., in. order to obtain the two 

time critical interferograms. These events must be synchronized and substantially 

faster than the intenerogram exposure times. Proper orientation of the rotating 

prism turntable is also required during this event so that laser light is entering the 

interferometer. Finally, the shutter must be open for a lms interval before and after 

the interline transfer event. In the case of obtaining the normalizing interferogram 

the entire exposure must fall during a single CCD field. 

Two digital signals are therefore provided to a counter/timer interface in the 

mM AT computer: a signal from the photodetector indicating when the prism 

turntable is oriented to provide laser light to the interferometer and a signal from 

the CCD photogate transfer clock. The computer uses these signals to calculate the 

turntable rotation rate and to predict when an interline transfer will occur with the 

turntable in the proper position. At the proper moments digital signals are output 
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frOlli the coilllter/tiwer interface to the power supplies of the shutter and Pockels 

cell and the frame grabber is signaled to acquire the appropriate CCD frame. 

The counter/timer interface used was an Omega model OM-OS designed 

around an Am9S13 system timing controller, with five counters and 8 digital input 

and 8 digital output ports available. The frame grabber was an AT&T Truevision 

Advanced Raster Graphics Adaptor (Targa) model 8. The control software was 

written in MicroSoft C to permit usage of the Targa software commands. Aithough 

the counter/timer comes with Basic software commands these functions are relatively 

slow and time is required to switch between the C and Basic environments. All 

counter software control was therefore performed with C input and output 

commands through four I/O port addresses used for data transfer to the Am9S13 

timing controller. Appendix E contains the control programs written to acquire the 

three interferograms. The counter/timer interface connections are shown in 

appendix F. 

The software control procedes as follows: The frame grabber and counters are 

first initialized. The duration of signal on and signal off at the photodetector is 

then measured by a counter operating at 100kHz. This information is used to 

determine the turntable rotation rate. Timing data is read in from a data file. 

Delay times for the Pockels cell switching and shutter openning and another for the 

shutter open duration are loaded into their respective counter load registers. A 

value is also read in to set the number of iterations of a loop used to delay the 

frame grabber so that the correct frame is grabbed. And two numbers, representing 

a deiay and an acceptabie range, are inputted which are used by the next routine 
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which checks for synchronization. ·lne program caicuiates when an interline transfer 

needs to occur in order that one will also occur when the turntable is properly 

oriented The contents of a counter, restarted from zero when the photodetector 

signal goes low, is read each time that a CCD interline transfer occurs. When the 

number of counts matches the desired value, within the acceptable range, the 

program is allowed to continue. The next interline transfer is then used to trigger 

two counters. When the first counter reaches zero the shutter is opened and a third 

counter is triggered which will close the shutter when it reaches zero. The second 

counter on reaching zero switches the Pockels cell driver. A CCD frame is then 

grabbed by the frame grabber after a delay loop. 

If a null interferogram is required the turntable rotation rate must be 

doubled. The program then measures the turntable rotation rate again and a similar 

synchronization test is performed. The prediction is now made to ensure that an 

interline transfer will not occur during the null exposure. An output port level can 

be used to set the Pockels cell driver to the appropriate ),/4 voltage so that half of 

each frequency component is transmitted. However, a problem arises in this case. 

The two components can interfere with each other in this case so that in reality 

anywhere between zero and all of the light is transmitted; the complement being 

present at the photodetector. This would require a scale factor for the null intensity 

in the phase reduction algorithm. The approach taken was instead to use the 

Pockels cell again to switch between the frequency components during the exposure. 

In practice the exact switching time may be adjusted in order to balance the 

intensities of the two components. One field of the frame is then a null and the 
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other field is a dark. 

Tne synchronization of events W2S checked with an HP1631D logic analyser, 

which was used to determine the required counter delay values. Six digital signals 

were examined: the logic signals to the shutter (SL) and Pockels cell power supplies 

(CNTR2 and OPO), the shutter detector (SHUT), the CCD interline transfer gate 

(V3) clock and the photodetector signal (PD). To determine when the Pockels cell 

actually switched one frequency component was blocked so that the photodetector 

signal would go off at that instant. This event was made to coincide with the 

occurence of a transfer gate pulse. The shutter open signal, from a detector within 

the shutter assembly, was centered on this event. Tuning waveform diagrams for 

three cases are presented as figs. 55 to 5.7. The first two diagrams represent the 

timing for the two time critical interferograms with one frequency component 

blocked and with both components present, respectively. The third timing diagram 

is for a null interferogram obtained with a quarter wave Pockels cell voltage applied. 

Again, the approach shown in this third diagram was not the one actually used. 

Instead the Pockels cell was switched during the exposure resulting in a timing 

diagram similar to those of figs. 55 and 5.6, except that the exposure is only lIDS 

and an interline transfer does not occur during the exposure. 

The CCD Detector 

A Pu1nix TM-540 CCD camera was used to record the interferograms. The 

CCD array is 510 x 492 (H x V) pixels, corresponding to an image size of 8.8 x 

6.6mm. It is an interline transfer device which operates at video rates. The pixel 

array is subdivided into even and odd rows. Readout occurs every 1/6Oth of a 
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Figure 55. Timing waveform diagram for the time critical interferograms. 

A logic analyser was used to synchronize "2 + 1" interferogram acquisition. 
The trace is triggered when the logic signal to the shutter (SL) goes high. The signa! 
from a photodetector in the shutter housing (SHU!) goes low when then shutter is 
actually open. The output of a counter (CNTR2) goes high in order to switch the 
Pockels cell driver and the low output port level (OPO) instructs the driver to switch 
between 0 and 'A/2 voltages. The prism turntable is properly oriented when the 
photodetector signal (PD) is low. For this trace the second frequency component 
was blocked so that the PD signal will go high when the Pockels cell actually 
switches. Pockels cell switching should occur at the end of the CCD interline 
??-~"~""P n .. l"e "V3\ ... ~i."' .. 1" ...... \ y, I· 
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Figure 5.6. Timing waveform diagram for the time critical interferograms. 

This diagram is similar to fig. 55 except that both frequency components were 
present. The shutter is open for 1ms on either side of the instant of Pockels cell 
switching and interline transfer. Tne two time criticai interferograms are obtained 
near the center of the low photodetector pulse indicating proper turntable 
orientation. 
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The signals are the same as for fig. 5.6. The" + l" or null interferogram is 
obtained when the shutter is opened for lms near the center of the low 
photodetector signal indicating proper turntable orientation. An interline transfer 
must not occur during this exposure. A null can be obtained by Pockels cell 
switching dw-=lllg the exposure or by using the PockeIs cell as a ),/4 plate as shown 
here. Tne high oro ievei indicates a ),/4 voltage is being applied to the Pockels 
cell. 
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second. in normai operation both pixei sets wouid integrate for li30th of a second 

and their readouts would be out of phase by 1/6Oth of a second, to generate the odd 

and even fields of a frame of video. At the end of an integration or field a transfer 

gate opens allowing the charge on either the even or the odd pixels to be shifted 

over to adjacent hidden storage pixels. As soon as the transfer gate closes the pixels 

then begin integrating on the next field The stored charge is then clocked out of 

the storage registers relatively slowly, since it has 1/6Oth of a second before the 

other pixel set completes its integration. 

For this application, the camera was instead operated in a non-interlaced 

mode where the same set of pixels are read out every 1/60th of a second, so that the 

two fields of a video frame are from the same pixels. OI"Jy 1/2 of the available 

CCD vertical resolution is therefore used, however the interferogra~ intensity data 

must be from the same coordinates or slope errors will be introduced Non

interlaced operation requires that the user provide external vertical and horizontal 

drive clock signals to the camera. A system, described in appendix G, was built to 

provide these signals using a 2MHz crystal oscillator and CMOS counters and logic 

circuits. H the camera were instead operated in interlaced mode, as is typically the 

case, the technique could still work but then alternate fields would have to be 

grabbed and the data from the intervening field would be discarded 

Commercial video cameras are designed to be non-linear for wider dynamic 

range. Our application on the other hand demands a linear device. The output of 

the Pu1nix is factory set to a gamma of about 0.45, where gamma is the slope of the 

log-log plot of signal out versus signal in. This non-linearization occurs in the last 
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integrated circuit on the Cl.:lJ output board. The video signal is therefore tapped 

just before this IC and is then amplified by a linear circuit, also described in 

appendix G, before proceeding to the frame grabber. With the CCD output board 

jumpered for manual instead of automatic gain control, gain adjustment of the 

output video is then provided by a pot on the output board and another pot on the 

external linear gain circuit. 

The linearity of this video output was tested using a flat field illumination 

system and a set of calibrated apertures. A log-log plot of the CCD output (analog

to-digital conversion units - ADCU), as recorded by an 8 bit frame grabber, versus 

relative incident intensity is plotted in fig. 5.8. A sequence of 6 exposures were 

taken at two different lamp voltage settings with relative mask throughputs of 100, 

33, 165,8.2, 4.1 and 2.0. The dark signal was subtracted from these measurements. 

A linear fit to only the upper four data points on either curve gives.., = 1.01. If all 

data points are used then the average is .., = 1.05. At low signal levels the CCD 

appears to become less linear, which appears to be a feature of the Pulnix CCD 

itself. For signal levels of more than about 20 ADCU the CCD output can flOW be 

seen to be linear to better than 1%. 

It is important to know when the interline transfer occurs as accurately as 

possible. The tranfer gate signal is superposed on the V3 clock signal to the CCD 

chip. This signal is sampled at the connector from the driver board to the CCD. 

The base signal is removed by using a voltage divider to reduce the signal so that 

only the superposed transfer gate pulse is high enough to trigger a CMOS buffer 

(appendix G). 
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The output of the ceo with an eALernallinear gain circuit is plotted versus 
relative intensity. A linear fit to the data gives a gamma value of 1.05. For signa! 
levels above 20 ADCU the CCD output is linear to better than 1%. 
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The Freqyen0' Shifter/Selector Components 

The frequency shifter/selector, fig. 5.9, is a relatively compact package 

consisting of two polarizing beamsplitters, two ),/4 waveplates, three right angle 

prisms, two mirrors, a turntable, a Pockels cell, a photodetector and a shutter. The 

12.7mm thick aluminum plate on which these components are mounted has 

maximum dimensions of 23cm by 15cm. This package was designed to mount to the 

existing Shack interferometer system baseplate for testing the 1.8m, F /1 Vatican 

mirror. A single mirror is removed and the frequency shifter/selector is mounted 

with four bolts between the laser and Shack cube. 

The polarizing optics were purchased from Karl Lambrecht Corp. The thin 

film pol~-izing cubes model TFPC 12-633, are 12mm on a side and are designed 

to provide an extinction ratio of better than 1 part in 1,000 at 633±35nm. The model 

WPMP4-10-V -633, 10mm diameter, mica waveplates are cemented between two 

crown glass plates. All surfaces have narrowband multilayer V anti-reflection (AR) 

coatings: <.25% reflection loss per surface. The transmission of the polarizing cubes 

is =92% for both polarizations. 

The right angle glass prisms and the mirrors were obtained from Melles 

Griot. The prism which bends the reflected polarization from the first polarizing 

cube is a model 01 PRP 009/123 with lOmm sides and AR coatings on both faces 

only. The two prisms on the rotating turntable are model 01 PRS 011/123 with 

12.7mm sides and an AR coating only on the hypoteneuse. The AR coatings are V

coats at 633nm. The 25mm square aluminum mirrors, model 07 MMA 004, come 

on a mini mount with tip and tilt control. 

The prism turntable, fig. 5.10, consists of a prism housing mounted on a 
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Figure 5.9. Frequency shifter/selector package. 

An upper view of the frequency shifter/selector mounted on its L-shaped 
baseplate. The dimensions of the L are 23cm by 15cm. Figs. 5.1 and 53 are helpful 
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The interferometer is located to the left of this photograph. 
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Figure 5.10. Prism turntable. 

A side view of the turntable assembly housing the two right angle prisms. 
The ),/4 plates and mirrors are seen to the right of the turntable. 
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motor shaft. A tachowetei", also cOililected to this shafi, allows the motor rotation 

to be servo controlled as descn"bed in appendix H. The motor and tachometer are 

Sierracin/Magnedyne models 443-14A and 435-0lA, respectively. The motor housing 

was built at the Multiple Mirror Telescope. Each prism housing can be tipped 

forward, by a shaft through its base, or sideways, with two set screws which sit on 

ball bearings in a V-groove on the top of the housing. A line through the rotation 

axis intersects the ape.'lC of both prisms. Permanent alignment of the prisms and 

lightweighting of the turntable could be achieved by glueing the prisms to a 

plexiglass base. Acquisition of a smaller motor/tachometer assembly would also be 

worthwhile. The rotation must be smooth enough not to introduce vibrations; some 

damping material between motor and baseplate could be used. Alternatively, the 

laser and frequency shifter/selector could be mounted independently of the 

interferometer. 

A Conoptics series 370 low voltage electro-optic light modulator was 

purchased, without the pola.-izer, to use as the Pockels cell Four properly oriented 

ammonium dihydrogen phosphate (ADP) crystals are mounted end to end to cancel 

their intrinsic birefringence. The cell then acts as a variable waveplate as the 

applied transverse electric field is varied. A half wave voltage of 233V is required 

and the contrast ratio is 500:1 at ReNe wavelengths. The clear aperture is 25mm. 

The BK7 windows are AR coated and epoxy sealed. Low absorption index matching 

silicon fluid is added to the cell to protect the crystals and minimize reflection losses, 

thereby providing a transmission of > 90%. The Pockels cell driver, described in 

appendix 1, is controlled by two iogic signals from the counter/timer interface. 
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The photodetector is a Siemens model SFH 202 PIN-photodiode with lmm 

square sensitive area A LF3S7 operational amplifier, with a gain-ba.l1dwidth of 

25MHz and a 7SV / ps slew rate, is used to convert current to voltage. The 

photodiode circuit is described in appendix J. 

A Vincent Associates Microblitz model12X programmable shutter, with solid 

state synchronization, is used with a modell00-2B/B shutter drive unit. The shutter 

aperture is 2mm. The opening time, mjnjmum dwell time and closing time are 

200ps, 700ps and SOOps, respectively. A detector within the shutter assembly 

indicates when the shutter is open. The shutter is open while a SV or logic high 

signal is present at the drive unit. This logic signal is provided by the output of an 

AND gate (appendix F), whose input is the two counter outputs used to control the 

shutter. 

Optical Throughput 

The total throughput of the frequency shifter/selector package is a function 

of the transmittance and reflectance of the individual optical components, as well as 

alignment, particularly with regard to the Pockels cell and apertures. Assuming fairly 

good alignment the system throughput, for the horizontal polarization component, 

is given as 

TH = (tPBS)3 (tPRISM)2 (twpY rMlRROR tpe , 

representing three passes through polarizing beam splitters, tl'BS; two passes of a 

prism, tl'RISM; and a quarter-wave plate, twp; a reflection off a mirror, rMIRROEb and 

passage through the Pockels cell, tpe. The vertical polarization component also 

experiences a double pass of a second right angle prism resulting in Tv = Ta (t~2. 

The manufacturer's values for the transmittances of the polarizing beam 
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spliner and Pockeis cell are t,as=.92 and trc=.90. °lone transmittt. "Ice of the prism, 

including two passes of an AR coated surface auj total internal ref]ectio~ is say 

tnusw=(.99)4. A reasonable value for the transmittance of the AR coated waveplate 

might be tv,r.97; additional losses will arise if the waveplate axis is not at 45° to the 

polarization axis. Finally, the aiuminized mirror can be expected to have a 

reflectance of rMlRROR=.85. Multiplying these factors together leads to an expected 

transmittance of close to 50% (Tr 52 and T,,::::.49). 

An International Light, Inc. model IL700 research radiometer, combined with 

a model SEE100 photodetector head, was used to measure the total throughput of 

the frequency shifter/selector optics. Measurements were made with the detector 

located before and after the frequency shifter/selector. A neutral density filter 

(N.D. = 1.0) was mounted to the detector. The two polarization components were 

observed separately by placing an appropriately oriented analyser at the exit port 

of the laser. With the Pockels cell voltage off the vertical polarization component 

is transmitted. A half-wave voltage was therefore applied to the Pockels cell to 

measure the transmission of the horizontal component. The resultant measurements 

of Ta=.48 and Tv=.47 (± a few percent) indicate that about as much light is getting 

through the system as can be expected. 

The radiometer was also used as an aid in aligning the Pockels cell and 

setting the bias, ),/4 and ),/2 voltages. The goal was to maximize the throughput of 

the desired polarizatio~ or frequency, component and eliminate that of the 

orthogonal component at the bias and ),/2 voltages, and to balance the two 

components at the ),/4 voltage setting. With the Pockels cell off (bias Voltage) the 

ratio of horizontal to vertical polarization component signal is only 0.005 to L At 
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the j,/2 setting the ratio becomes 1 to .016. Frequency contamination, due to 

leakage of the undesired frequency component, is therefore expected to be less than 

two percent. 

The ILlser 

Tnere are many factors of concern when selecting a laser for interferometric 

applications including wavelength, bandwidth, output power, polarization, 

longitudinal modes, transverse modes, stability and divergence. 

The Shack interferometer used for testing the Vatican 1.8m, F /1 mirror at the 

Steward Observatory Mirror Lab makes use of a Hughes model 3221H-C randomly 

polarized, 1 milliwatt Helium Neon laser. This laser has a short enough wavelength, 

and sufficient power for testing large polished, uncoated optics. When two or more 

longitudinal modes are present then fringe contrast is a function of optical path 

difference. A laser of this size will tend to have only two cavity modes with enough 

gain to lase. Since adjacent modes are orthogonally polarized, due to gain clamping, 

an analyser in the laser output is used to block one of these modes and thereby 

maximize fringe contrast. In practice, a pair of crossed analysers are used to 

attenuate the laser power by a factor of about 35 (as measured with the ll..700 

radiometer). An electronic divider then cuts the signal by an additional factor of 

two. 

A question which needs to be considered is: how much additional light is 

required to use the frequency shifter/selector and "2 + 1" algorithm? The same 

model Pu1nix camera is used in both systems but the Phase Shift Technology system 

runs its camera in interlaced mode so exposures take 1/3Otb of a second. The 
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reduction to 1ms exposures thereby requires 33 times more light. Dividing the beam. 

into two orthogonal components introduces a factor of two and reflection and 

transmission losses in the frequency shifter/selector optics results in another factor 

of two. Overall then we would expect to need at least a 2m W laser. More light 

though is relatively inexpensive and allows the gain of the eCD to be set lower 

thereby reducing potential readout noise. A Hughes model 3230H-C randomly 

polarized, lOmW HeNe laser has been purchased from Melles Griot for testing in 

the Mirror Lab. However, the cavity of a higher power laser is longer, which 

introduces the possibility of additional longitudinal modes which might reduce the 

fringe contrast. 

Single frequency operation can be obtained for a cavity with three or fewer 

modes by using an analyser to block one of the orthogonal polarizations; a polarizing 

beamsplitter would result in the smallest energy loss. Single mode operation can 

be obtained at higher powers by the use of an auxiliary resonant cavity or intracavity 

etalon, as summarized by Hariharan (1985), so that lasing is possible only on a mode 

common to both cavities. 

In a non-thermally controlled laser the modes will tend to drift along the gain 

curve as the cavity length varies. This results in variations in the power in each 

mode and also in mode switching where the modes suddenly switch polarizations. 

For our application this results in va..riations in the amount of energy in each 

frequency component. This effect can be eliminated if the orthogonal polarizations 

of the modes are oriented and maintained at 45° to the axes of the polarizing 

beamsplitter. 
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Conclusion 

A system has been described which permits rapid acquisition of the 

interferograms required by the "2+ 1" phase shifting algorithm. The two time critical 

interferograms are acquired as adjacent Ims exposures on either side of the interline 

transfer of a CeD video camera. The null interferogram is also a Ims exposure, 

consisting of two 180· phase shifted interferograms. Rapid phase shifting is achieved 

with a frequency shifter/selector package which generates two orthogonally polarized 

frequency components and then uses a Pockels cell to select the component to enter 

the interferometer. The "2+ 1" phase shifting package has been designed to modify 

an existing interferometer being used for testing a 1.8m, F /1 primary. 

The next chapter will describe laboratory tests of this system and the resultant 

phase reductions obtained with the "2 + 1" algorithm. 
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INTERFEROMETRIC TEST RESULTS 
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An interferometer was set up in the laboratory to permit testing of the "2 + 1" 

frequency shifting system and the "2+ 1" phase reduction program. Testing was 

performed in a low vibration situation to compare the accuracy of the "2 + 1" system 

with that of a commercial phase shifting system. Testing in a high vibration situation 

was used to demonstrate the effectiveness of the "2 + 1" package in freezing out 

vibrations. Some observations were also made of the effects of system errors on 

phase determination. 

Experimental Set-up 

A Twyman-Green type of interferometer was set-up as sbown in .fig. b.l. The 

interferometer was mounted on a steel table set on pneumatic spring mounts, Barry 

Controls model SLM-6, for vibration isolation. A spatial filter produces a spherical 

wavefront which is collimated by the follow.; lens (200mm. focal length, 50mm 

diameter). The 50:50 beamsplitter sends the collimated beam to two mirrors, one 

of which can be considered the reference surface and the other the surface under 

test. A pair of folding mirrors increases the patblength difference available on the 

table. The two beams are recombined at the beamsplitter. The imaging lens (8Omm 

f.1., 50mm dia.) converges the beam so that the CCD detector can be translated 

longitudinally to obtain the desired image size. An aperture stop is then positioned 

so that its image is also on the CCD. The frequency shifter/selector package was 

placed between the laser and the interferometer. A 5m W HeNe, Aerotech model 
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interference between the collimated beams reflected by the two mirrors is recorded 
by the CCD. 
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LSSR, laser was used. Tne observed interference pattern was dominated by about 

three waves of astigmatism. 

This experimental arrangement was, of course, intended to simulate the long 

path differences encountered in testing large optics. As mentioned earlier, the 

frequency shlfter I selector package is designed to mount to an existing interferometer 

baseplate being used to test a 1.8m, F II mirror at the Steward Mirror Lab. The 

basepiate supports a Shack cube interferometer mounted on a piezo-electric 

transducer (PZT) to permit phase shifting with a commercial phase shifting system. 

At the time of performing these interferometric tests the mirror was being generated 

at the Optical Science Center which made this interferometer system available. A 

long path length f/2 test could not be set up in the laboratory and a much slower 

beam would result in substantially less light at the detector. The PZT was therefore 

mounted instead to an aluminized mirror. 

The commercial phase shifting system, provided by Phase Shift Technology 

(PST), consists of the PZT, a Burleigh RC-43 programmable ramp generator, and 

PZT driver interface and frame grabber boards mounted in an AT computer. The 

associated Phase Analysis Software (1988) controls the PZT and acquisition of the 

interferograms, generates the phase map and can perform many data manipulation 

and analysis functions. Phase reduction. may be performed with a four frame or a 

five frame algorithm. A smooth intensity option is also available which places the 

average of 3 by 3 pixels at each pixel Interferograms acquired with this system are 

normally 1/30th of a second integrations obtained at a 30Hz rate. For these tests 

the non-interiaced camera used provided 1/60th of a second integrations, which were 
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still grabbed at the 30Hz rate. 

The two Daths in the exoerimental set-uo were measured to be 6039±Smm 
.44 

and 83±2nun, respectively, resulting in an optical path difference (OPD) of 

ll.9l±.01m. The required frequency shift for a 90· phase shift, Uv = 

(1/4)(c/OPD), is therefore (6297±.OOS)MHz, where c is the speed of light. One can 

see that even these rough measurements of path length lead to phase shift errors of 

less than 0.1%. A bigger potential source of error lies in relating the rotation rate 

of the prism turntable to the desired frequency shift because of the measurement 

error for the prism apex radius, r=9.7S±2Smm. From ch. 5 the required turntable 

rotation frequency is fr = (Uv)()'/161fr), where ).=633nm, leading to a prediction of 

fT =8.1±2Hz. This error could be substantially reduced by measuring the beat 

frequency of the two frequency components, however, according to the error analysis 

of ch.4, the effect of a potential 25% phase shift error is negligible. The turntable 

rotation velocity was maintained within =±.01Hz of the predicted value. Balancing 

of the "2+ 1" system relative intensities is achieved by some alignment of the two 

beams in the frequency shifter and adjustment of delay times in the software. 

Phase shift calibration is also necessary in the PST system. A cahoration 

function within the PST software displaces the PZT, measures the phase shift 

between interferograms and calculates the required slope value to obtain a 90· 

phase shift. The rms variation of the spread of phase shifts was somewhat large, 

typically 9-, due to VIorations. The PZT slope was set at 14.00, the mean of 14 

calibration calculations. 

The gain pots internal and external to the CCD were set for minimum gain 

so that the 1ms exposures would not saturate the detector. When 1/60th of a second 
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exposures were to be takeii a OS iieUtral density filter and au analyser were placed 

in the beam entering the interferometer and the analyser was rotated to obtain a 

good signal level. 

Testin& - Low Vibration Case 

Two sets of 3 interferograms were obtained with the "2+ 1" system and four 

sets of 5 interferograms with the PST system. The experimental set-up was 

unchanged during the approximateiy one hour period required to acquire this 

intensity data. 

The "2+ 1" phase reduction algorithm was used to reduce the interferograms 

shown in fig. 6.2. Fig. 63 shows a pair of non phase shifted interferograms taken 

at video rates for comparison purposes. Radial profiles for the three "2 + 1" 

interferograms are plotted in fig. 6.4. The resultant phase map is presented as fig. 

65, along with a contour plot of the wavefront. A 3-D plot and radial profile of this 

phase map are presented in fig. 6.6. Since the Targa frame grabber has only 8 bits 

of intensity resolution the scale factor was set at 31.4 intensity units per fringe, 

corresponding to a wavelength resolution of .016 waves. The scale factor and 

resolution for the PST system were higher, 256 intensity units per fringe and .0020 

waves, respectively. The PST system acquired interferograms were reduced by two 

means: the "4" frame algorithm, and the "5" frame algorithm with intensity 

smoothing. 

Table 6.1 lists the results of these phase reductions. The peak-ta-valley and 

rms wavefront errors for the phase maps obtained with each algorithm are compiled 

in the upper haif of the tabie. Tne first row contains the average errors for the 
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Figure 6.2. Two "2+ I" 90 0 phase shifted interferograms. 

The "2" time critical interferograms were acquired in a low vibration situation 
with the "2+ 1" phase shifting system. 
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Figure 6.3. Two non phase shifted video rate interferograms. 

Two Ij60th of a second interferogram exposures acquired at 60Hz rate, as 
the two fields of a single video frame, in a low vibration situation. 
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Figure 6.4. "2 + 1" interferograms: radial profile. 
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The solid and dashed curves are radial profiles of the two interferograms of 
fig. 62. Th~ dot dashed curve is the radial profile of the corresponding null 
interferogram. The small ripple at the bottom of the plot is for a dark exposure. 
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corresponds to smaller OPD in the upper intensity plot or higher areas on the 
surface. 
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Figure 6.6. ''2+ 1" phase map: 3-D and radial profile plots. 

These plots are for the phase map of fig. 65. Tne radial profile slice was 
made in the direction of maximum slope. 



Table 6.1: COmpaI-!1Soii of phase maps obi.ained wiih "2+ I", 
"4" and "5" frame phase shift algorithms. 

''2+ 1" "4" "5" 

Peak-to-Valley and RMS error (waves): 

Phase Map 321 .62 3.44 .65 3.41 .66 

Phase Map with .045 .048 .045 
Zemi.1:es removed 

Average Phase Map, "A'" .V"t":) .044 .043 
Zemikes removed 

Phase Map minus .15 .017 .16 .020 .077 .013 
Average Phase Map 

Seidel Aberrations: Magnitude (waves) and angle (degrees). 

Tilt 344@137.6 .430@129.0 .444@128.5 

Focus .004 .054 .054 

Astigmatism 2.870@782 3.078@782 3.076@78.2 

Coma .175@-23.4 203@-242 205@-25.8 

Spherical Aberration .053 .013 .009 
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initial phase maps; two maps ror the "2 + 1" aigorithm and rour for the PST 

algorithms. The individual phase maps for each algorithm were also averaged 

together. The Seidel aberrations for the average phase maps are listed in the lower 

portion of the table. A Zernike polynomial fit of tilt, focus, astigmatism, coma and 

spherical aberration was performed on the individuai and average phase maps. Tne 

Zernike coefficients were removed from the appropriate phase maps to obtain the 

second and third rows of the table. The average phase map was removed from the 

initial phase maps and the average resultant P-V and rms errors are listed in the 

fourth row for each algorithm. 

The phase maps obtained with the three algorithms are very similar as judged 

.:~y the rms wavefront errors. The "4" frame algorithm seems to give slightly larger 

errors than the other two algorithms, but only on the scale of thousandths of a wave. 

The residual wavefront rms error, after subtracting the average phase map, is .017~ 

.020 and .013 waves for the "2+ 1", "4" and "5" frame algorithms, respectively. 

A radial profile of this residual is plotted in figs. 6.7 and 6.8, for each 

algorithm. The profile slices at -8· are in the direction of maximum surface slope. 

A ''2+ 1" profile slice was also made in the direction of minimum slope, + 33·, for 

comparison purposes. The radial profile for the "5" frame algorithm exhibits 

structure at about twice the fringe spacing frequency. So does the "4" frame profil~ 

but much less obviously. This structure is either due to vibrations or an error in 

PZT phase shift calibration; however, the "5" frame algorithm should be very 

insensitive to phase shift errors. The "2+ 1" residual radial plot is limited instead by 

the waveiength resoiution, .016)" of the frame grabber and does not obviously exln"bit 

this structure. The point which is to be made here is that the ''2 + 1" algorithm does 
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Figure 6.7. "2+ 1" phase map: residual radial profile. 

Two phase maps were averaged and the result subtracted from the phase map 
of fig. 65. The residual (due to vibrations or, more likely, digitizing errors) is 
piotted here. Tne upper and iower figures correspond to radial profiles in directions 
of maximum and minimum slope, respectively. 
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Figure 6.8. "4" and "5" phase maps: residual radial profile. 

lnterferograms obtained with the PST phase shifting system were reduced with 
~ "4" and a "5" frame algorithm. The average of four phase maps was subtracted 
from a single phase map for each algorithm. Tne upper and iower figures show the 
resultant radial piot of residual phase, in a direction of maximum slope, for the "4" 
and "5" frame algorithm, respectively. 
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at least as well as these other aigorithms in the presence of small amounts of 

vibration. 

Testinc - High Vibration CaSe 

The "2+ 1" phase shifting system was designed to freeze out vibration effects. 

In order to demonstrate this feature a small fan was piaced on the platform. 

supporting the PZT mounted mirror in fig. 6.1. The live video fringes were observed 

to be nearly completely washed out by the vibrations of the fan. Fig 6.9 shows two 

consecutive 1/6Oth of a second integrations acquired in this situation. A radial 

profile of these fringes, fig. 6.10, is very close to the DC leveL The fringes do move 

around between successive integrations and have very poor contrast. Surprisingly, 

the PST five frame algorithm can actually reconstruct phase for portions of the 

wavefront, probably with substantial errors, but fails over much of the surface. 

Fig. 6.11, on the other hand, shows a pair of 90· phase shifted interferograms 

obtained with the "2 + 1" system. The two adjacent 1ms exposures have successfully 

frozen the mirror at some installt in its motion. The null interferogram is even less 

vibration sensitive and can, in any case, be averaged with other nulls to further 

reduce vibration effects. Radial profiles of the three "2 + 1" interferograms are 

plotted in fig. 6.12. The ''2+ 1" reduced phase map with and without 21£ 

discontinuities removed is shown in fig. 6.13. The reduction procedure for 22£ 

discontinuities is not very smart resulting in a few misses, observed as horizontal 

streaks on the phase map. 

"2+ 1" §ystem Test Errors 

Examination of the interferograms obtained with the "2+ 1" system is an 
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Figure 6.9. Video rate interferograms in high vibration case. 

The two fields of a single video frame were separated to obtain these two 
1/60th of a second interferogram exposures. The fringes are almost completely 
washed out by vibrations aQ,d can be seen to move around on the video monitor. 
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Figure 6.10. Radial profile of video rate interferogra.ms. 
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Radial profile of the interferograms shown in fig. 6.9. The profile is very 
similar to the DC level of the interference pattern. 
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Figure 6.11. "2+1" 90· phase shifted interferograms in high vibration case. 

These two interferograms demonstrate how vibrations are essentially frozen 
out by the "2 + 1" phase shifting system. The "2" time critical interferograms acquired 
in the high vibration case are of similar quality to those acquired in the low vibration 
case of fig. 6.2 and are much superior to the video rate interferograms of fig. 6.9. 
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Radial profiles for the 1':10 90· phase shifted interfero51oms of fig. 6.11 are 
plotted as the solid and dashed curves. The dot dash curve is the null interferogram 
profile and the dotted curve at the bottom of the plot is for a dark exposure. 
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Figure 6.13. "2+ 1" phase map in high vibration case. 

The "2+ 1" algorithm was used to reduce the interferograms shown in figs. 
6.11 and 6.12. The resp1tant phase map is plotted as intensit"j here. The 21i' 
discontinuities present in the upper figure were removed for the lower figure. Again, 
brighter represents higher areas on the surface. 
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iw.POr""..au.t tool for system ali~ent and calibration. These intensity maps, of 

course, also contain information concerning the expected phase errors. 

The test results presented in this section were taken with earlier versions of 

the frequency shifter/selector package and the test interferometer. These results 

illustrate two of the potential "2+ 1" system error sources <furussed in ch. 4, a non 

DC null and frequency contamination. Fig. 6.14 is a radial profile through several 

tilt fringes. Tne rour curves correspond to the two 90° pha!je shi..fted interferograms. 

IA and lib the null interferogram, Ie. and a dark exposure. The dark is rather high 

since not much light was available and the CCD gain was therefore set high. The 

null intensity is about 40% lower than the DC level, leading to a predicted phase 

error of about .20 fringes, from fig. 4.8. The small bumps on the fringes which occur 

at the location of the peaks of the other set of fringes are due to leakage of the 

other frequency component. This frequency contamination is on the order of 5 to 

10% resulting in a predicted phase error of roughly .05 fringes, from fig. 4.10. 

A radial profile of the phase map obtained with these interferograms is 

plotted in fig. 6.15. The scale factor is 40 intensity units per fringe. The observed 

ripple or peak-to-valley departure from pure tilt is on the order of 10 intensity units 

corresponding to a P-V phase error of .25 fringes. This error in measured phase 

agrees qualitatively with the predicted error. 

Conclusion 

Tests performed in a low vibration situation have demonstrated that the 

accuracy of the ''2+ 1" algorithm in wavefront phase determination is as high as that 

of "4" and "5" frame commerciai aigorithms. Testing in a vibration environment, 
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Figure 6.14. Radial profile of "2+ 1" interferograms with system errors. 

The solid and dashed curves represent the two 90· phase shifted 
interferograms. The dot dash curve is for the null exposure and the dotted curve is 
for a dark exposure. Two system errors can be seen: the null is lower than the DC 
level of the two interferograms and some bumps on the interferograms at the peak 
of the other component indicate frequency contamjnation. 
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Figure 6.15. Radial profile of "2+ 1" phase map with system errors. 

The "2+ 1" algorithm was used to reduce the interferogran1s shown in fig. 6.14. 
The res-ultant phase map has about 5 rr.w.ges of tilt with a ripple due to phase errors 
of about .25 fringes peak-ta-valley. 
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demonstrated the effectiveness of the "2 + 1" algorithm and acquisition system. The 

"2 + 1" acquired il"lterferograms exhibited fringes with the vibrations essentially frozen 

out and the "2+ 1" phase reduction algorithm therefore succeeded where the 

commercial phase shLfting system failed. 
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CHArIER i 

CONCLUSIONS 

This dissertation has been concerned with the problem of polishing and 

testing the next generation of large, fast mirrors being developed at the Universi~ 

of Arizona The two technologies presented include a new approach to aspheric 

generation and polishing and a new phase shifting algorithm for interferometric 

testing in the presence of vibrations. The first of these technologies makes use of 

a full size stressed lap designed to generate a specified amount of spherical 

aberration without the need for additional figuring. The second substantially reduces 

the phase errors due to vibrations, while testing large optics, via rapid acquisition of 

a reduced number of time critical interferograms. 

A full size spring operated stressed lap was designed and built. The lap takes 

on a comatic shape, the change in curvature required to generate spherical 

aberration, as it is displaced. First order modelling of the lap predicted the 

generation of 30±2J' of undercorrected spherical aberration, corresponding to the 

asphericity of a F /1.9 convex paraboloid or that of the corrector lens for a F /3.0 

Schmidt camera. The lap was used to grind and polish a Schmidt type surface on 

a 20cm glass blank. Additional grinding time did not change the asphericity of the 

optic, but merely made it thinner. The amount of spherical aberration generated, 

28±2J', is m good agreement with the first order prediction. The method was found 

to converge to this result without the need for figuring or hence the intervention of 

an optician. A radial average of the interferometrically tested slLtiace was performed 

to determine the departure from the desired fourth order term. The resultant peak-
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to-valley error is 200nm ::I1'!d the !!!!S error is 60nm 

The small measured residual errors may be the result of not strictly comatic 

distortion occw-ing as the lap is displaced, or of non-uniformities in the lap. Future 

lap designs should attempt to correct for these errors. A finite element analysis of 

the lap is being pursued to determine how well the shape of the modelled displaced 

lap matches a purely comatic distortion. 

concept, which points favorably to the use of computer controlled sub-diameter 

stressed laps in the polishing of large, fast mirrors. The first sub-diameter lap is 

currently being tested at Steward Observatory and will soon be used for polishing a 

1.8m, F /1 mirror. 

The experiment has also been a demonstration of a new method for 

generating aspheric secondaries. The technology should be pushed further since no 

apparent barrier exists to prevent the generation of F /1 hyperbolic secondaries, for 

example. A potential problem is that the lap will need to have a non-uniform 

thickness in order to match the required surface, which could result in non-uniform 

bending radially. The solution to this problem being taken with the sub-diameter 

lap is to add a plastic mold of the appropriate curvature to the uniform thickness 

iap. Grooves are then cut in the plastic so that it does not add any stiffness to 

against bending to the lap. 

An additional displacement control may also allow the full size stressed lap 

approach to be used to generate spherical aberration in the opposite direction, as 
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si.;nultcweously db-place the mh70L, as well as the lap, so that the more material was 

removed at the edge of the mh-ror than at its center. 

The second new technology presented in this dissertation is based on a "2 + 1" 

pbase shifting algorithm conceived of by J.RP. Angel The intention of this 

algorithm is to allow the phase measurements to be taken fast enough to essentially 

freeze out vibrations. This is facilitated by having only "2" time critical 

interierograms, allowing them to be taken on either side of the interline transfer of 

a CCD, thereby removing the usual detector read out time delay. The third or "+ 1" 

interferogram is a null which makes it relatively time and VIbration independent. 

The "2+ 1" algorithm has been developed and a phase reduction program was 

written. An error analysis was performed to determine the sensitivity of the "2+ 1" 

algorithm to the potential error sources. The resultant phase errors due to phase 

shift errors and detector nonlinearities are comparable to those for existing 

algorithms. The chosen implementation of this algorithm means that phase errors 

can also arise from intensity differences and frequency contamination. 

The implementation which has been developed incorporates three important 

features. The two time critical interferograms are recorded as two adjacent lIDS 

exposures with a video rate ceo camera and a frame grabber. The single null 

exposure is also of 1ms duration consisting of two 180· phase shifted interferograms. 

Rapid phase shifting is performed by means of frequency shifting; two frequencies 

are generated tagged with orthogonal polarizations and a Pockels cell is used to 

rapidly switch the component entering the interferometer. The third feature is 

synchronization performed with the aid of a counter jtimer interface. Tne 
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modification :e~!!ired to an existing unequal path interferometer is to place the 

frequency shifter/selector package between the laser and the interferometer. More 

laser power may also be necessary and the ceo camera needs to be an interline 

transfer device. 

Laboratory tests have demonstrated the effectiveness of the "2 + 1" phase 

shifting system and reduction algorithm. Stable fringes can be acquired and phase 

reduction performed in an environment where video rate interferograms are washed 

out by vibrations. Tests in a low vibration environment indicate similar phase 

determination accuracies for the ''2+ 1" system and a commercial 4- and 5-frame 

algorithm phase shifting system. 

The next steps should include further development and testing with the "2+ 1" 

frequency shifting system. ~e system needs to be made more 'user-friendly' in 

order to compete with the well developed commercial phase shifting packages or the 

optician will be tempted to continue with the current technique. Incorporation of 

the ''2 + 1" hardware and software control into an existing commercial package would 

be the best approach. The electronics, power supplies and cabling also need to be 

consolidated and packaged. Testing should be performed next on a large mirror. 

In particular, the frequency shifter/selector package was designed to mount to the 

interferometer baseplate being used to test the 1.8~ F /1 Vatican primary, for which 

a 10m W laser has also been purchased Vibrations have not been a problem for this 

short focal length mirror, but will potentially become a problem as efforts move on 

to larger mirrors and eventual test tower heights of 16m. 

Alternative implementations and applications of the ''2+ 1" algorithm are also 
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wor""&.h irrV'estigattig. A Doppler freq-ueiiC"j shh.cnug approach was chosen as the means 

of phase shifting, but other frequency shh.cung techniques could be considered. 

Perhaps direct phase shifting is also possible if a PZT could be continuously shifted 

by the required l./2 distance dUl-mg the two lIDS time critical interferograms. The 

potential exists to use the "2 + 1" algorithm for testing when long unequal pathlengths 

are not available, if frequency shifting was not used or if a large optical path 

difference couid be simuiated. A noer optic coil couid, for exampie, be used to 

create a large path difference; polarization maintaining fibers are available and the 

exact path difference is not very critical. 

The main limitation to obtaining the interferograms even faster in the current 

implementation seems to be the available amount of laser light. Pulsed or higher 

power lasers, or lower noise CCDs, could remove this restriction. Further study of 

CCD interline transfer and Pockels cell switching times would then be required. 

However, Pockels cell's can be switched at nanosecond rates and only the closing 

time of the CCD photogate is critical. It is therefore possible to visualize acquisition 

of the two time critical "2+ I" interferograms on microsecond timescales. 
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PHASE ERROR CALCUlATION 

Several programs were written to evaluate the effects of various errors on the 

phase determined by the "2 + 1" algorithm. Two program are listed in the following 

pages. The first, P(hase)ERR(or)2.C, allows the "2+ 1" phase error as a function of 

phase to be calculated given any combination of seven possible error sources. Toe 

second, PERR3.C, determines the peak-to-valley (P-V) phase error versus percentage 

error of three error sources for the ''2 + 1" and 3-bucket algorithms. The data sets 

for figs. 4.1 to 4.10 were generated with variations of these programs, which were 

then plotted using MONGO on the MV10000. 

The intensities of the three interferograms for a given phase are first 

calculated individually using the inputted errors, eps(ilon) to eps7. The "2 + In 

algorithm intensities are given by 

1/ = ~ + E}.;2 + E3~3 where 

IA = I..[1 + 1COS(~+1C/4+E/2)] + E4IB , 

IB = I..[1 + 1cos(~'1r/4-E/2)](1+E6) + EJA 

and Ie = (I.,/2){[1 + 1COS(~+1C/2+E)] + 

[1 + 1cOS(~-1C/2-E)](1+E6)}(1+E7)' 

The phase error in units of fringes is tben calculated as 

Since the arctangent only returns values between -'1r/2 and 1C/2 the program checks 

the initiall/J value and adds n or 2n when necessary. Precautions are also taken for 
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thp I'~C::PC:: I'\f ~ '7PT'1'\ n .. nnTnin~tnT' in th .. ~T'M~no .. "t 
-- ---- -- - --- - ----..------ ....... -- -.. --b ........ -

Only three errors are considered for the case of the 3-bucket algorithm in 

PERR3.C. The phase error is A~ = {tan-1[(Ic' -IB')/(lA' -Is')] - ~}/21[, where 1/ is the 

same as above and 

IA = I.,[1 + 'Ycos(~+1!'/4-e)] , 

Is = 1,,[1 + lcOS(IP+3x/4)] 

and I_ = T r1 • l'COS'~' 5'-'4 . '"" """ ""'L.L T \';'T AI T~}j. 

The errors, E to E" represent respectively, a phase shift error, 2nd and 3rd 

order detection nonlinearities, a frequency contamination Is in lAo and vice versa, 

unequal intensity frequency components IA and Is, and a non DC null error. 

The P-V phase error is determined for a given percentage error by storing the 

maximum and mjnimum calculated phase errors as the phase is varied between 0 

and 21[. The difference of these two extremes is the P-V value. 
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#include <math.h> 
1*******************************************=***************************** 
* PERR2.C - Program to determine phase error for ''2 + 1" algorithm. 
================================**a=== •• *= ••••••• *** •• a.*_*_************/ 

mainO 
{ 

float pi,pi2,pi4,pip,pit; 
float io,gam,eps,eps2,eps3,eps4,epsS,eps6,eps7; 
float phi,ia,ib,ic,iac,ibc,pcal,delphi,delfri,fri,c; 
int i,n; 
char name[20]; 
FILE *fp; 

nnntf/"nr 1~.,.~1·"\· S""T"I;I"Of,.,P'R.: .... \. r .......... -' ..,"" .................. " ~\ ,"' ... , ....... 4V/, 

printf("Gamma :"); scanf("%f' ,&gam); 
printf("Phase shift error:"); scanf("%f',&eps); 
printf("Nonlinear detector - 2nd order error:"); scanf("%f',&eps2); 
printf("Nonlinear detector - 3nd order error:"); scanf("%f',&eps3); 
printf("Frequency contamjnation error - in IA:"); scanf("%f',&eps4); 
printf("Frequency contamination error - in IB:"); scanf("%f',&eps5); 
printf("Unequal intensities error:"); scanf("%f",&eps6); 
printf("Non DC null error:"); scanf("%f',&eps7); 
printf(''Number of intervals:"); scanf("%d",&n); 
printf("Output file:"); scanf(n%s",name); 

if «fp = fopen(name,''wn» = = NULL) { 

} 

fprintf(stderr,nFile %s can't be opend for write\n",name); 
fflush( stderr); 
exit(I); 

pi = 3.14159265; 
pi2 = pi I 2.0; 
pi4 = pi I 4.0; 
pip = pi * 2.0; 
pit = 15 * pi; 
eps = eps * pi2; 
for (i = 1; i < = n + 1 ; i + +) { 

phi = (i-l)=pipl (fioat)n; 
ia = io*(1 + gam*cos(phi+pi4+eps/2»; 
ib = io*(l + gam*cos(phi-pi4-eps/2»*(1 +eps6); 
ic = 5*(io*(1 + gam*cos(phi+pi2+eps»+(l +eps6)*io*(1 + 

gam* cos(phi-pi2-eps))) * (1 +eps7); 
ia = ia + eps4s ib; 
ib = ib + epsS*ia; 



} 

ia = ia*(1 + ia*tens2 + ens3*i~\\· , , r . r --JJ' 

ib = ib*(1 + ib*(eps2 + eps3*ib»; 
ic = ic*(1 + ic*(eps2 + eps3*ic»; 
iac = ia - ic; 
ibc = ib - ic; 
if «ia = = ic) && (ib=ic» { 

c = 1; 
} 
else if (ia = = ic) { 

c = 999999999; 
} 
else c=ibc/iac; 
pea! = at2n(c) - pi4; 
if (phi > pi4) { 

if (phi > 5*pi4) { 
peal = peal + pip; 

} 
else peal = peal + pi; 

} 
delphi = peal - phi; 
delfri = delphi/pip; 
if (delfri > 3) delfri=delfri-.5; 
if (delfri < -3) delfri=delfri+.5; 
fri = phi/pip; 
fprintf(fp,"%8f %8f\n",frl,delfri); 

} 
fclose(fp ); 
printf(''Finished!\n"); 
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#indude < stmo.n> 
#include < math.h> 
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1··················*·****:::==::=:::=:::·············· ............... *.* 
• PERR3.C - Program to determine phase error vs. percentage error for 
• "2 + 1" & "3" algorithms . 
••••••••• _ •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• =: ••••••••••••••• / 

mainO 
{ 

FILE .fp; 
char file 1 [20]; 
float pi,pi2,pi4,pip,pit; 
float io,gam,epsO,det20,det30,per,phi,phi3; 
float delfri,deur~,p:-.a1,pca12,det2,det3,ia,ib,ic,iac,ibc,c,c2; 
float eps,dper,per2,ia2,ib2,ic2,icb2,iab2,delphi,delphi2; 
float dmax,dmax2,dmin,dmin2; 
int ij,n,p; 

printf("DC level:"); scanf("%f',&io); 
printf("Gamma:"); scanf("%f'~&gam); 
printf("Phase shift error (l=yes,O=no):"); scanf("%f',&epsO); 
printf("Nonlinear detector - 2nd order (l=y,O=n):"); scanf("%f',&det20); 
printf("Nonlinear detector - 3rd order (l=y,O=n):"); scanf("%f',&det30); 
printf("Maximum percentage error:"); scanf("%f' ,&per); 
printf("Number of error intervals:"); scanf("%d",&n); 
printf("Number of phase intervals:"); scanf("%d",&p); 
printf("Output File:"); scanf("%s",file1); 

fp = fopen(file1,"w"); 
pi = 3.14159265; 
pi2 = pi/2; 
pi4 = pi/4 ; 
pip = pi·2 ; 
pit = 1S=pi; 
epsO = epsO·pi2 ; 
doer = per*2/n • .. " 
per = -per; 
for (i = 1; i < = n + 1; i + +) { 

per2 = per/100 ; 
eps = epsO·per2; 
det2 = det20·per2; 
det3 = det30·per2; 
dmax = 0; 
dmax2 = 0; 
dmin = 0; 
dmin2 = 0; 



for (j = 1; j < = p+ 1; j+ +) { 
phi = pip*G-l)/p; 
ia = iO*(l + gam*cos(phi+pi4+eps/2»; 
ia = ia*(l + ia*(det2 + det3*ia» ; 
ib = iO*(l + gam*cos(phi-pi4-eps/2»; 
ib = ib*(1 + ib*(det2 + det3*ib» ; 
ic = 5*(io*(1 + gam*cos(phi+pi2+eps»+io*(l + gam*cos(phi-pi2-eps»); 
ic = ic=(1 + ic*(det2 + det3*ic» ; 
iac=ia-ic; 
ibc=ib-ic; 
if «ia = = ic) && (ib = = ic» { 

} 
,. = 1-... ..., 

~!s~ ;~ ( ;a - - ;"'\ { 
.............. \ & - - a.""", 

c= 999999999; 
1 
/ 
else c=ibc/iac; 
peal = atan(c) - pi4; 
if (phi > pi4) { 
if (phi > 5*pi4) { 

pca! = pca! + pip; 
} - - - -
else peal = peal +pi; 

} 
delphi = peal - phi; 
ia2 = io*(1 + gam*cos(phi+pi4-eps»; 
ia2 = ia2*(1 + ia2*(det2 + det3*ia2»; 
ib2 = io*(1 + gam*cos(phi+3*pi4» ; 
ib2 = ib2*(1 + ib2*(det2 + det3*ib2»; 
ic2 = io*(1 + gam*cos(phi+5*pi4+eps»; 
ic2 = ic2*(1 + ic2*(det2 + det3*ic2»; 
icb2 = ic2 - ib2; 
iab2 = ia2 - ib2; 
if «ia2 = = ib2) && (ic2 = = ib2» { 

c2 = 1; 
l 
else if (ia2 = = ib2) { 

c2 = 999999999; 
} 
else c2=icb2/iab2; 
pcal2 = atan( c2) ; 
if (phi > pi2) { 
if (phi > pit) 

pca12 = pca12 + pip ; 
else pcai2 = pcai2+pi; 

} 
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} 

} 

deiphi2 = pcal2 - phi; 
delfri = delphi/pip; 
delfri2 = delphi2/pip; 
if (delfri > .3) delfri=delfri - 5; 
if (delfri < -.3) delfri=delfri + 5; 
if (delfri2 > .3) delfri2=delfri2 - 5; 
if (delfri2 < -.3) delfri2=delfri2 + 5; 
if (delfri < dmin) dmin = delfri; 
if (delfri2 < dm.in2) dmin2 = delfri2; 
if (delfri > dmax) dmax = delfri; 
if (delfri2 > dmax2) dmax2 = delfri2; 
} 
dmax = dmax - dmin; 
dmax2 = dmax2 - drnin2; 
fprintf(fp,"%9f %9f %9f\n",per,dmax,dmax2); 
per = per + dper; 

fclose(fp); 
printf("Finished!\n"); 
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APPE~uiXB 

PROGRAM FOR SEPARATING INTERFEROGRAMS 

Interferograms IA and IB are recorded as the two fields of a single video 

frame. Similarly the null interferogram, Ie, is recorded as one field of a single frame 

whose other field is a dark. The accompanying program, SPLlTl.C, is used to 

separate the two fields of a single frame of 400 pixel rows and 512 columns. Two 

options are available, both of which separate the even and odd rows of a video 

frame. The MIX option displays the two fields side by side, in a 200 x 256 pixel 

format, by only copying every second pixel column of each field into the new image 

file. The SPLIT option creates an even and an odd image file by copying each even 

and odd row twice into their respective image files. 



'*C:DT TT1 r"' D...-.....-.-_ ..... ~A ... _ ~:_':...J _ __ ! ____ -'=1_ !_ .. _ ..... _ ... _ ____ ~ .. - ,.c::, __ 
I ~ ................ '"' - ... J.vycuu. ...., ....... ~v \,U.V ......... CUJ. llllCl.O'" .l..l.l'" .lULU LWU ;:, ... pCUa.Lt; Ult;;). 

The imagc file is 4oo(v)*512(h). The even & odd pixel rows are separated. 
To make a new image file, of the same size, the previous line is repeated 
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to produce even & odd image files. The MIX option displays both side by side. 

compile : msc split1; 

#include < stdio.h > 
#inc1ude < string.h > 
#include < image.h > 
#define X2 512 
#define Y2 400 
#define F"LEN 13 
#define FILLASC 30 

link: link splitl",ekh mylib 

#define MAXBUFSIZE 32767 
,.'h~ ... * ...... 211,..,.1\ * ..... .,"'11,..,.{\. 
-~- 'U .... ,/, ...... J'""' ...... \/, 
char *mybuff; 

mainO 
{ 

FILE *fp, *fpfile, *fpeven, *fpodd, *fpmix; 
char str[20]; 

*j 

char type[6], seven[FLEN], sodd[FLEN], smix[FLEN], sfile[FLEN]; 
unsigned segment = Ox3AOO; 

if «fp = fopen("splitread.dat","r"» = = NULL) { 
p _ err("splitreacLdat", 1); 

} 
init imm(segment, X2, Y2, 8,8); 
1* read the data from the SPLITREAD.DAT file */ 
fscanf(fp,"%s",sfile ); 
if «fp£ile = fopen(sfile,"rb"» = = WULL) P _ err(sfile,1); 
fscanf(fp,"%s",type); 
if (type[O] = = '5') { 

} 
else { 

fscanf(fp,"%s",seven); 
fscanf(fp,"%s",sodd); 
if «fpeven = fopen(seven, "wb"» = = NULL) p _ err(seven,2); 
if «fpodd = fopen(sodd ,"wb"» == NULL) p_err(sodd,2); 
fclose(fp); 
split(fpfiie,fpeven,fpodd,sfile,seven,sodd); 
fclose( fpfile ); 
fclose(fpeven); 
fclose(fpodd); 

fscanf(fp, "%s",smix); 



} 

} 

fclose(fp ); 
if «fpmix = fopen(smix, "wb"» = = NULL) P _ err(smix,2); 
mix(fpfile,fpmix, sfile,smix); 
fclose( fpfile); 
fclose(fpmix); 

printf("Flle generation completed\n"); 

int split( fp,fp l,fp2,file,file 1,file2) 
FILE .fp,.fp 1, ·fp2; 
char ·file, ·filel, ·file2; 
{ 

int YC=O; 
fit x, y, limit = Y2 - 2; 
int i; 
char xstr[X2 * 2]; 
mybuff = myallocO; 
myread(fp, file); 
for (y= YC; y < Y2; y=y + 2) { 

peek«SEG IMAG[y]), 0, xstr~ X2); 
myoutput(xStI', y, limit, fpl, filel); 
myoutput(xstr, y, limit, fpl, filel); 

} 
for (y=YC + 1;y<Y2;y=y+ 2) { 

peek«SEG IMAG[y]), 0, xstr, X2); 
myoutput(xStr, y, limit, fp2, file2); 
myoutput(xstr, y, limit, fp2, file2); 

} 
} 
mix( fp,fp 1,file,file 1) 
char ·file, -filel; 
FILE .fp, ·fpl; 
{ 

int ~y, ylimit; 
int yy = 0; 
I"'h"" .. ·v".... ·s.... .s-2, ....... #. __ ..... .Aa,)~, ..... , ..... ;:, .. ~, 
if «xstr = malloc(X2» = = NUlL) p err("",5); 
if «stuff = malloc(X2» = = NUlL) p - err("" ,5); 
if «str = malloc(X2» = = NUll) p -err("" ,5); 
if «str2 = malloc(X2» = = NUlL) p-err("",5); 
fur~=O~<X2~++) -

stuff[x] = FlLIASC; 
ylimit = Y2 - 1; 
mybuff = myallocO; 
myread(fp, file); 
for (y=O; y<Y2; y+ +) { 
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} 

;~ II .. "" 11\1\\ I I I •• > _"IV\\\ r 
.... \V - .... vv/ I I \J -,JVVIJ \ 

memcpy(xstr, stuff, X2); 
} 
else { 

} 

peek«SEG IMAGfyy]), 0, str, X2); 
peek«SEG-IMAG[yy + 1]), 0 , str2, X2); 
for (x=O;X<X2/2;X+ +) { 

xstr[x] = str[x*2]; 
xstr[x+ X2/2] = str2[x*2]; 

} 
yy = yy + 2; 

myoutput(xstr, y, ylimit, fp1, file1); 
} 
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THE "2+1" PHASE REDUCITON SOFIWARE 

The first two programs listed in this appendix are those described in the 

phase reduction software section of chapter 4. Both programs determine the 

wavefront phase map using the "2+ 1" algorithm on the three interferograms. The 

first program corrects for the moduli 22£ errors, while the second does not. The 

phase map is recorded and displayed as an intensity map. 

These programs are linked with two libraries: ekh which contain the TARGA 

software commands and myhb which contains myalloc and myatan. The listings for 

the two myhb programs are also induced in this appendix. Myalloc contains 

functions for reading and writing image data, allocating buffer size and providing 

error messages. Myatan simply adds 1r to the standard arctangent function. 
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I~~~~~~~~================================;=·=·======== .QQQ~~ ••••••••• ¥. 

• FS12.e 
• Program used for "2 + In algorithm reduction of interferograms: 
• phi = pi + arctan[(IB - le)/(IA - Ie)]. 
= Scale factor from phase to intensity: 
• I = (phi - minjmum phase in radians) • scale + IMID + shift 
=: where scale = (IHIGH -ILOW) / (# of fringes • rWOPI) 
• ILOW = 20 , nnGH = 240 (intensity) 
• bug: for atan(O / 0) the intensity will be set to ILOW . 
• 
• compile: msc fsi2;link: link fsi2",ekh myhb ...................................................................... , 
#include < stdio.h > 
#include < string.h > 
#include < math.h> 
#include "image.h" 
#define X2 512 
#define Y2 400 
#define nnGH 240 
#define ILOW 20 
#define PI 3.1415926 
#define TWOPI 6.2831853 
1* global variable • / 
char ·mallocO, ·myallocO; 
char ·mybuff; 
double myatanO; 
1* global in this file only • / 
static unsigned char I[X2 • 2] , *11, ·12, ·13; 
static float nfri; 
static int shift; 
static double phi, thenphi, cenphi, scale, IMID, OLDIMID; 
static double tl, t2, to; 

mainO 
{ 

int x, y, limit; 
unsigned char ch; 
int x~ y~ R, yy~ rue, begx, endx, begy, endy; 
FILE .fp, .fp 1, ·fp2; 
unsigned dis_bits = 8, img_ bits = 8, segment = Ox3BOO; 
double R2, root; 
char sfile[13], snorm[13],ans[13]; 

r Input data from fsiread.dat = / 
if «fp = fopen("FSIREAD.DAT","r"» = = NULL) 

P _ err("fsiread.dat",l); 



fscanf(fp,"%s",sfile); 
fscanf(fp,"o/os",snorm); 
fscanf(fp, "%s",ans); 
fscanf(fp,"%f\n",&nfri); 
fscanf(fp,"%d\n",&xc); 
fscanf(fp,"%d\n",&yc); 
fscanf(fp, "%d\n",&R); 
fscanf(fp,"%d\n",&shift); 
fclose(fp); 

IMID = 130.0; 
OLDIMiD = iMID; 
ch = 0; 
begy = yc - R; 
limit = Y2 -2; 

/*Set up scale value. * / 

/*IAB interferogram* / 
/*IC interferogram* / 

/*1 - result file name * / 
/*Number of fringes* / 
/*Center column of image * / 
/*Center row of image~ / 
/*Radius of image * / 

/*1 = I + shift*/ 

scale = (double)(llnGH - ILOW) / (float)(nfri * TWOPI); 

/* Allocate memory to array. * / 
if«(Il = (unsigned char *)mal1oc(X2» = = NULL) p err('"',5); 
if«I2 = (unsigned char *)malloc(X2» = = NULL) p = err("",5); 
init imm(segment, X2, Y2, img bits, dis bits); 
my bUff = myallocO; --

if «fp1 = fopen(sfile, "rbtl» = = NULL) p_err(sfile,1); 
myread(fpl, sfile); /*Read in lAB interferogram. * / 
if «fp2 = fopen(snorm, "rb"» = = NULL) p err(snorm,l); 
if «fp = fopen(ans, "wb"» = = NULL) p err(ans,2); 

/*Write ch to rows before first row of image. * / 
memset(I, ch, X2); 
for (y = 0 ; y < begy; y = y + 2) { 

myoutput(I, y, limit, fp,ans); 
myoutput(I, y, limit, fp,ans); 

} 
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/*Must ensure that the 1st row of the image (begy) is even, so that the * / 
/*pair of inputted rows correspond to the same pixel row on the CCD. * / 
if (y > begy) { 

R = R - 1; 
} 
begy = yc - R; 
endy = yc + R; 
R2 = (double)(R * R); 
fseek(fp2, (long)(begy * X2), 0); rMove pointer to top of image. ;: / 
peek«SEG _ IMAG[begy]), 0, 11, X2); /*11 = rn* / 



___ 1_"C''r''''T'a.1.''''n... ___ _ ... " n ... ,..,,"", I ............. _6 

}ICC1\.\ \ .J.cU UyU\.uL ucgy T ~ J}, u ,~}; r u.. = lA-, 
rInput 2 rows of Ie interferogram. • / 
if (fread(I, 1, X2 * 2, fp2) < X2 • 2) P err(snorm,3); 
13 = &(I[X2]); rl3-= IC· / 
I3[xc] = (long)I[xc]; 
rDetermine phase for pixel at top of image.· / 
memset(I, ch, X2); rSets all I[x] to ILOW. = / 
t1 = (double)12[xc] - (double)I3[xc] ; 
12 = (double)I1[xc] - (double)I3[xc] ; 
if «tl == 0) && (t2 == 0» { 

} 
eise { 

} 

I[xc] = ILOW; 

phi = (dcuble)mya~(t2, tl); 
cenphi = phi; 
to = scale • phi + Hvill) + shift; 
I[xc] = to; . 
if (to - I[xc] > 5) { 

I[xc] = I[xc] + 1; 
} 

thenphi = cenphi; 
myoutput(J, y, limit, fp, ans); rWrite to top 2 rows of phase map. * / 
myoutput(I, y, limit, fp, ans); 

rLoop to calculate intensity of phase map row by row.· / 
for (y = begy + 2; Y < = endy; y = y + 2) { 

IMID = OLDIMID; 
rDetermine edges of this row of image.· / 
yyc = y - YC; 
root = R2 - (double )(yyc • yyc); 
nx = (int)(sqrt(root»; 
begx = xc - nx; 
endx = xc + nx; 
rInput next 2 rows of lAB & IC interferograms. • / 
peek«SEG _IMAGfyD, Os Ils X2); 
peek«SEG IMAGfy + 1]),0,12, X2); 
if (fread(I, 1, X2 • 2, fp2) < X2 * 2) P err(snorm,3); 
13 = &(I[X2]); -
for (x = begx ; x < = endx ; x+ +) { 

l3[x] = (long)I[x]; 
} 
memset(I, ch, X2); rSet all pixels in row to ch. • / 

rCalcuiate phase for center pixel of row. * / 
t1 = (double)I2[xc] - (double)l3[xc] ; 
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} 

} 

... ~ '.3 b'l ''''4r , ,~ ~ .. ' ...... r .. 
~ = \UOU le}J.J.LxcJ - \UOUDle)1-'LxcJ ; 
if «t1 == 0) && (t2 == 0» { 

I[xc] = ILOW; 
} 
else { 

phi = (double)myatan(t2, tl); 
check yphiO; 

} 

to = scale • phi + IMID + shift; 
I[xc] = to; 
if (to - I[xc] > 5) { 

Try('l = Try('l ..J,. 1. 
-L"--,J -L· .. -J· ... , 

} 

t'h~"n'h; - ,.onY'lllo.';. --'-'l"&.&A. - ~.u.1'&.&.a., 

/*Calculate phase as move to right edge of row. - / 
for (x = xc + 1 ; x < = endx ; x+ +) { 

} 
cal_ value(x); 

thenphi = cenphi; 
IMID = OLDIMID; 
/*Calculate phase as move from center to left edge. - / 
for (x = xc - 1 ; x > = begx ; x-) { 

} 
cal_ value(x); 

myoutput(I, y, limit, fp, ans); /*Write two rows.-/ 
myoutput(I, y, limit, fp, ans); 

/*Write ch to rows after last row of image.· / 
memset(I, ch, X2); 
for (y = endy + 2 ; Y < Y2; y = y + 2) { 

myoutput(I, y, limit, fp,ans); 
myoutput(I, y, limit, fp,ans); 

} 
if (mybuff!= NUIL) free(mybufr); 
fclose(fp); fclose(fp1); fclose(fp2); 

Cal value(x) /*Subroutine to calculate intensity of phase map. - / 
intx; 
{ 

double temp; 
tl = (double)J2[x] - (double)I3[x] ; 
t2 = (double)l1[x] - (double)I3[x] ; 
if «tl = = 0) && (t2 = = 0» { 

Irx] = ILOV/; 
} 
else { 
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1 
f 

} 

phi = (double)myatan(t2, ti); 
temp = phi - thenphi; 
then phi = phi; 
if (temp> PI) { 

IMID = IMID - lWOPI * scale; 
} 
else if (temp < (- PI) { 

IMID = IMID + lWOPI • scale; 
} 
to = scale • phi + IMID + shift; 
I[x] = to; 
if (to - ![x] > .5) { 

I[x] = I[x] + 1; 
} 

checkJPhiO j*Subroutine to check phase change along center column. * / 
{ 

} 

double temp; 
temp = phi - cenphi; 
cenphi = phi· - -' if (temp> PI) { 

IMID = OLDIMID - lWOPI • scale; 
} 
else if (temp < (- PI) { 

IMID = OLDIMID + lWOPI • scale; 
} 
OLDIMID = IMID; 
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I**** •• *.** ••••••• * •••• * •••• ~~**~~*****~**~~~~~~~~~~~e eeeeeee~~ee~~~~ee 
I 
• FSIS.C 
* Program used for "2 + 1" algorithm reduction of interferograms: 
• pbi(x,y) = pi + arctan[(IB - IC)/(IA - IC)]. 
• Scale factor from phase to intensity: 
* I = phi • scale 
• where scale = (IHIGH -ILOW) / TWOPI 
• ILOW = 20 , IHIGH = 240 (intensity) 
• bug: for atan(O / 0) the intensity will be set to ILOW . 
• 
• compile: msc fsi5;1ink: link fsiS",ekh mylib 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• : •••••••••••••••••••••• *****/ 
#include < stdio.h > 
# inc1ude <stri"g.h> 
#include <math.h > 
#include lIimage.h" 
#define X2 512 
#define Y2 400 
#define IHIGH 240 
#define ILOW 20 
#define PI 3.1415926 
#define TWOPI 6.2831853 
/* global variable • / 
char ·malloc(), ·myalloc(); 
char ·mybuff; 
double myatanO; 
/* global in this file only • / 
static unsigned char I[X2 • 2] , ·11, .12, ·13; 
static nfri; 
static int shift; 
static double phi, scale; 
static double t1, t2; 

mainO 
{ 

int x, y, limit; 
unsigned char ch; 
int xc, yc, R, yyc, nx, begx, endx, begy, endy; 
FILE .fp, .fp 1, ·fp2; 
unsigned dis bits = 8, img bits = 8, segment = Ox3BOO; 
double R2, root; -
char sfile[13], snorm[13], ans[13]; 

/*Input data from fsiread.dat. * / 
if «ip = iopen(,"l"SIREAD.DAT', "r"» = = NULL) 

P err("fsiread.dat", 1); 



~- ~t"'!-~/fp It".,,~ .. ""'fil-' 
.L:)\,;C11ll\ 1 , 70lS,S C;; j; 

fscanf(fp,"o/as",snorm); 
fscanf(fp, "o/as",ans); 
fscanf(fp, "%f\n",&nfri); 
fscanf(fp, "%d\n" ,&xC); 
fscanf(fp,"%d\n",&yc); 
fscanf(fp, "%d\n",&R); 
fscanf(fp,"%d\n",&shift); 
fclose(fp ); 
ch = 0; 
begy = yc - R; 
Hm't = Y2 -2; 

I*-r::.~. ,."" 5,..,,10 ~..,1 ..... * I I ...... - ... w.y ~'-' .. Q.&"",,- I 

j=iAB interierogram name; i 
rIC interferogram name* / 
rI -result file name = / 
rNumber of fringes * / 
rCenter column of image* / 
/*Center row of image * / 
rRadius of image * / 

/*1 = I + shift*/ 

scale = (double)(IIDGH - ILOW) / TWOPI; 

/* Allocate memory to array. * / 
if«(II = (unsigned char *)malloc(X2» = = NULL) P err("",5); 
if«I2 = (unsigned char *)malloc(X2» = = NULL) P = err('''',5); 
init imm(segment, X2, Y2, img bits, dis bits); 
my bUff = myalloc(); --

if «fpl = fopen(sfile, "rb"» = = NULL) p err(sfile,l); 
myread(fpl, sfile); /*Read in IAB interferogram.· / 
if «fp2 = fopen(snorm, "rb"» = = NULL) P err(snorm,l); 
if «fp = fopen(ans, "wb"» = = NULL) P err(ans,2); 

/*Write ch to rows before first row of image. * / 
memset(I, ch, X2); 
for (y = 0 ; y < begy; y = y + 2) { 

myoutput(I, y, limit, fp,ans); 
myoutput(I, y, limit, fp,ans); 

} 
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rMust ensure that the 1st row of the image (begy) is even, so that the· / 
/*pair of inputted rows correspond to the same pixel row on the CCD. • / 
if (y > begy) { 

R = R - 1; 
} 
begy = yc - R; 
endy = yc + R; 
R2 = (double)(R * R); 

fseek(fp2, (long)(begy • X2), 0); /*Move pointer to top of image.· / 

j*Loop to calculate intensity of phase map row by row. * / 
for (y = begy; y < = endy; y = y + 2) { 



} 

} 

,_n.a.,a_:_o GA_,..~ _& ... :a..: ... ______ & ! ____ • I 
I ..., .... ~ .... &~ .... "u5"" VI. U&Li) "Vn' VI. J.U..lC151;;· f 
yyc = Y - yc; 
root = R2 - (double)(yyc * yyc); 

nx = (int)(sqrt(root»; 
begx: = xc - nx; 
endx = xc + nx; 
/*Input next 2 rows of JAB & Ie interferograms. * / 
peek«SEG _IMAGfy]), 0, 11, X2); /*11 = IB* / 
peek«SEG IW..AGfy + 1]), 0, I2, X2); /*12 = IA * / 
if (fread(I, 1, X2 • 2, fp2) < X2 • 2) p_err(snorm,3); 
13 = &(I[X2]); /*13 = Ie· / 
for (x = begx ; x < = endx ; x+ +) { 

i3[x] = (long)i[xj; 
1. 
~ 

memset(I, ch, X2); /*Set all pixels in row to ch.· / 
/./"'''''1 .... 1.,+.0 .... J.. ............. --•• e .. - -=~J.. .. e..J~e _£ -_ ••• * I I ,",,"," ... ,,"u.~ .... }'UCli)" Cli) LUVY LV .... OUL Y5 VI. "vw. f 
for (x = begx:; x < = endx ; x+ +) { 

cal_ value(x); 
} 
myoutput(I, y, limit, fp, ans); /*Write two rows. * / 
myoutput(I, y, limit, fp, ans); 

/*Write ch to rows after last row of image.· / 
memset(I, ch, X2); 
for (y = endy + 2 ; Y < Y2; y = y + 2) { 

myoutput(I, y, limit, fp,ans); 
myoutput(I, y, limit, fp,ans); 

} 
if (mybuff ! = NULL) free(mybuff); 
fclose(fp); fclose(fp1); fclose(fp2); 

cal_ value(x) /*Subroutine to calculate intensity of phase map.· / 
intx; 
{ 

} 

double temp; 

t1 = (double)J2[x] - (double)13[x] ; 
t2 = (double)l1[x] - (double)I3[xj ; 
if «t1 == 0) && (t2 == 0» { 

} 
else { 

} 

I[x] = ILOW; 

phi = (double)myatan(t2, tl); 
T[ .... l - S ...... l e • pJ..: , TT "''IT . 
.& ""J - '-<U UJ. or u..AJ w't, 
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1* MYAllOC.C */ 
#incIude <stdio.h> 
#iD.dude "image.h" 
#define M..AXBUFSIZE 32767 
#define X2 512 
#define Y2 400 

static int count = 0; 
static int myrow; 
extern char *mybuff; 

1* read image data from file with the maximum size * / 
myread(fp, filen) 
char ;filen; 
FILE *fo· .. , 
{ 

} 

int y = Y2, copysize; 
while (y > 0) { 

} 

if (y > = myrow) { 
copysize = myrow * X2; 

} 
else { 

copysize = y * X2; 
} 
if (fread(mybuff, 1, copysize, fp) < copysize) 

p err(filen,3); 
poke«SEG _IMAG[Y2 - yD, 0, mybuff, copysize); 
y = y - myrow; 

char *myallocO 
{ 

int buffsize; 

1* allocate the maximum buffer for mybuff * / 
buffsize = (MAXBu"FSIZE + 1) i 2; 
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while «(mybuff = (char *)malloc(buffsize» = = NULL) && (buffsize > = X2)) 

} 

buffsize = buffsize / 2; 
if (mybuff = = NUT...L) P err('m ,5); 
myrow = buffsize / X2; -
return mybuff; 

myoutput(xstr, y, ylimit,fp, filename) 
FILE *fp; 
char =xstr; 
char *filename; 



int y, yiimit; 
{ 

" J 

int copysize; 

memcpy(&(mybuff[count * X2]), xstr, X2); 
count + +; 
if « count = = myrow) II (y > = ylimit» { 

copysize = count * X2; 

} 

count = 0; 
if (fwrite(mybuff,sizeof( char),copysize,fp) ! = copysize) { 

free(mybuft); p err(filename,4); 
'\ -
J 

P _ err(file,n) 
char =fiie; 
int n; 
{ 

switch (n) { 
case 1: fprintf(stden;"\n %s file not exist".,file); break; 
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case 2 : fpri..ntf(stderr, "\n %s file can't be open for writting",file); break; 
case 3 : fprintf(stderr,"\n %s file read error",file); break; 

} 

case 4 : fprintf(stderr,"\n %s file write error",file); break; 
case 5 : fprintf(stderr,"\nmemory space not enough"); break; 
default: fprintf(stderr,"\nerror not defined"); 

} 
exit(lOO); 

1* MYATAN.C * / 
#include < math.h> 

double myatan(x, y) 
tinllhl~ v U· 
------ "'''J' 
{ 

double atan2(); 

return (3.1415926 + atan2(x, y»; 
} 
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Thf..AGE FILE CONVERSION 
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The following program, IMCOPY.c, is used to convert the TARGA image 

files into an appropriate format to be handled by the Phase Shift Technology (PST) 

software. A header is required at the beginning of the PST image files. The items 

which may not be seif ~vident are wedge and scalefactor. Wedge is the number of 

wavelengths per fringe. Scalefactor is the same as used in the phase reduction 

program, namely the number of intensity units per fringe. A sample of 

IMREAD.DAT, which includes the header information, follows the program listing. 

The 8 bit Targa data is converted to a 16 bit format. A pupil mask is generated by 

writing a MASK value wherever ILOW is encountered in the original file. 

The TARGA image files can also be transferred to a SUN workstation. 

Existing image processing facilities, such as IRAF, then permit image manipulation, 

2- and 3-D contouring and laser plotting. The format, which is binary, should be 

indicated before transferring the data from PC to SUN. 
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i~~~~~$·$············································· ................. . 
• IMCOPY.C 
* This program is used to convert a Targa image file to a Phase 
• Shift Technology image format. 
* image file format: 
* 
* 

(1,1) (1,2) •... (1,512) 
(2,1) (2,2) •.•. (2,512) 

* 
:It (400,1) •.• (400,512) 
• imread.dat format: 
* source image file name 
* destination image file name 
• column of source image file to begin of copying 
* column of source image file to end of copying 
* step of column to copy 
; row of source image file to begin of copying 
• row of source image file to end of copying 
• step of row to copy 
• blank row number to fill the top of image 
• blank row number to fill the bottom of image 
• header format according to phase program 
••••••••••••• * •••••••• * •••• * •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• / 

#include < stdio.h > 
#include "image.hl! 

#define X2 512 
#define Y2 400 
#define MASK 
#define ILOW 

char *malloc(); 
char *myalloc(); 
char *mybuff; 

struct header { 
c::nnrl Tn· .... -_ ..... _, 
short cols; 
short rows; 

32767 1* 7FFF * / 
o 

unsigned char sizetitle; 
char title; 
char time[8]; 
char date[8]; 
float wedge; 
float wavelength; 
float scalefactor; 
float fiducial[6]; 



} 

mainO 
{ 

FILE =fps, =fpd; 
char" filel[20],file2[20]; 
short =result; 
unsigned char I[X2]; 
int top, bot; 
int i,x,xl,x2,stepx,y,yl,y2,stepy; 
int copysize; 
u.."1Signed disp, segment = o-A3AOO; 
float temp; 

FILE *fp; 
struct header it; 
unsigned int hsize = sizeof(struct header); 
char* name[20]; 

strcpy(name~ "imread.dat"); 

if «fp = (FILE *)fopen(name,"r"» = = NUll) { 
fprintf(stderr,"File %s not exist\n",name); 
exit(!); 

} 

/*printf("Inpu .. ~ource image file name: ");*/ 
fscanf(fp,"%s\n",filel); 

if ({fps = fopen(filel,"rh"» = = NlJLL) { 
fprintf(stderr,"File %s open read error\n",filel); 
exit(l); 

} 

/*printf("Input destination image file name: ");"/ 
fscanf(fp,"%s\n",fi1e2); 

if «fpd = fopen(file2,"wb"» = = NUll) { 
fprintf(stderr,"File %s open write error\n",file2); 
exit(1); 

} 

/*printf("source file [xl:x2:stepx,yl:y2:stepy]");* / 
fscanf(fp,"%d\n",&Xi); 
fscanf(fp, "%d\n",&x2); 
fscanf(fp,"%d\n",&stepx); 
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fscanf(fp,"%d\n",&y1); 
fscanf(fp, "%d\n",&y2); 
fscanf(fp,"%d\n",&stepy); 
fscanf(fp, "%d\n",&top); 
fscanf(fp, "%d\n",&bot); 

temp = 8.0; 1* for loading the floating * / 

1* read the header information * / 
fscanf(fp,"o/od\n",&h.ID); 
fscanf(fp, "o/od\n",&h.cols); 
fscanf(fp,"%d\n",&h.rows); 

fscanf(fp,"%d\n" ,&i); 
h.sizetitle = i; 
fscanf(fp, "%c\n",&h.title); 
for (i=O; i<8; i+ +) { 

} 

h.time[i] = 't'; 
h.date[i] = 'd'; 

fscanf(fp,"%f\n",&h.wedge ); 
fscanf(fp,"%f\il",&h.wavelength); 
fscanf(fp,"%f\n",&h.scalefactor ); 
for (i=0;i<6;i+ +) { 

fscanf(fp, "%f\n",&h.fiducia1[i]); 
} 

fclose(fp); 
printf("file %s is now being processed\n",filel); 

xl -= 1; x2 -= 1; yl -=1; y2 -= 1; 
copysize = sizeof(short) • (x2 - xl + 1) / 2; 
init_ imm(segment, 512, 400, disp, disp); 
result = (short *) ma1loc(copysize); 

/. &:11 ... 1..e 1..1~_1. _____ * , 
I .u..u. Lll U.lcu..a.r...l UW I 
for (x = xl, i = 0; x < x2; x + = 2, i + +) { 

result[i] = MASK; 
} 

1* write out the header * / 
if (fwrite(&h,hsize,l,fpd) < 1) { 

fprintf(stderr, "Write error\n"); 
exit(l); 

} 
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} 

1* fill the top of row * / 
for (y = 0; y< top; y + +) { 

} 

if (fwrite(result, copysize, 1, fpd) < 1 ) { 
fprintf(stderr, "Write error\n"); 
exit(I); 

} 

1* read the image into buffer • / 
mybuff = myallocO; 
myread(fps, filel); 

for (y = yl ; Y < y2; Y + = 2) { 
peek«SEG !MAG[y]), 0, I, X2); 
fer (~ = xl:-i =0 ; x < xl; x + = 2, i + +) { 

if (I[x] = = ILOW) { 

} 

result[i] = MASK; 
} 
else result[i] = I[x]; 

} 
if (fwrite(result, copysize, 1, fpd) < 1 ) { 

fprintf(stderr, "Write error\n"); 
exit(I); 

} 

1* fill the blank row * / 
for (x = xl, i = 0; x < x2; x + = 2, i + +) { 

result[i] = MASK; 
} 
for (y = 0; y< bot; y + +) { 

1 
I 

if (fwrite(result, copysize, 1, fpd) < 1 ) { 
fprintf(stderr, "Write error\n"); 
exit(I); 

} 

fclose(fps); 
fc1ose(fpd); 
printf("file %5 has been generated. \n",file2); 
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APPENDIXE 

THE "2+ 1" INTERFEROMETER CONTROL PROGRAM 

The following pages contain a listing of the MicroSoft C program written to 

control the interferometer as required to obtain the three "2 + 1" algorithm 

interferograms. The basic outline of this program is described in chapter 5. 

Interfacing of the computer with the interferometer is facilitated by a counter/timer 

interface (see appendix F) and the ceo video output is acquired by a TARGA 

frame grabber. The TARGA software commands are available in the library ekh.lib 

to which the program is linked. All counter/timer control is via data transfer 

through I/O port addresses using input and output comm,mds. 

Two data files are required by this program. FSIS.DAT contains timing data 

for acquiring interferograms IA and 18 and NUIL.DAT contains similar data for the 

null interferogram, Ie. The two resultant image files are written as FSI12.TGA and 

FSI3.TGA, respectively. 
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I~~~~=~~~~~~~~~~====================================== ========;;;;;;;;; 

• FSIS.C - Frequency Shifting Interferometer Control Program 
* " 2 + 1 " Algorithm 
.----------------------------------------------------
= compile: msc fsis; link: link fsis,,,ekhl; ...................................................................... / 
#inc1ude < stdio.h > 
#inc1ude < dos.h > 

static float CHECK[400+ 1], OIFF[400+ 1]; 
static int CNTH, CNTI., K, FDEL; 
static float CNTO, RANGE; 
static FILE .fp; 
~ ..... "' .. 1:'I)'C1"\ • 
.u.va.1. ... '&'-I...J,-" 

int OEIA Y, COEL, RUM; 
char ans[2]; 
#define ABS(x) «x) > 0) ? x: -(x) 
main() 
{ 

int xl, x2, yl, y2, screen; 
unsigned nx, ny; 
unsigned dis bits, img bits, segment=0x3AOO; 
int i; - -

dis_bits = 8; 
img_ bits = 8; /* 8 bit display and image memory.· / 
/* Establish the Targa environment.· / 
nx = 512; ny = 400; 
init targaO; /* initialize Targa 8. * / 
Gra-p'hinitI8'· - --", 
SetPageMode(I); /* 512012*/ 
SetGenLock(I); 
SetLiveMode(); r Initialize image memory buffer.· / 
init_ imm( segment,nx,ny,img_ bits,dis _bits); 

/*Connect PO signal to gate of counter 1 (pin 37) & to IPO (pin 29). 
Connect V3 signal to gate of counter 2 (pin 18) & to IPI (pin 28). 
Connect output of counter 2 (pin 34) to Pockels cell driver - AO. 
Connect OPO (pin 10) to Pockels cell driver - AI. 
Connect output of AND gate (user pin 1) to shutter input.· / 
init_ cntrs(); /*Initialize counters· / 
outp(771,0); /*OPO low - Pockels cell off* / 
do { 

m )ow yillseO; 
m _ high yulse(); 

/*Measure width of PD signal pulse'" / 
/*Measure counts while PO signal off* / 



FREQ = 100000.0 I (float)(CNIH + CNIL); 
printf("FREQUENCY = %7.3f Hz. \n",FREQ); 
printf("Measure frequency again (yIn)? :"); 
scanf("%s",ans ); 

} while «ans[O] = = 'y') II (ans[O] = = 'Y'»; 

printf(" Obtain interferograms IA & IB (yIn) ?:"); 
scanf("%s",ans ); 
if « ans[O] = = 'y') II (ans[O] = = 'Y'» { 

j*Set-up & load counters· I 
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outp(769,2); j*Cntr 2 mode register - output TC toggled* / 
outp(768,2); outp(768,12); rSet (0000 1100 0000 0010)=/ 
outp(769,218); j*Disarm cntrs 2,4 & 5=1 
fp = fopen("fsis.daf',!!r"); 
load delayO; j*Input timing data & set cntr 2,4 & 5 delays· I 
outp"(769,112); j*Load & enable cntr 5*1 
outp(769,74); j*Load cntrs 2 & 4*1 
CNTO = «float)CNIH + (float)(CN1L)/2.0 - CDEL); 
RANGE = (float)CN1L/2.0 - RUM; 
printf("CNTO =%7.lf cnts & RANGE =%6.1f 

rots. \n",CNTO,RANGE); 

} 

j*Check for synchronization of PD & V3 signals. 
Switch Pockels cell HV & grab a frame at proper moment. * / 
check _ syn(); j*Check if synchronization condition satisfied * / 
wait(770,2,0); j*Wait for V3 high * I 
outp(769,42); j*Enable cntrs 2 & 4*1 
mydelay(FDEL); 
GrabFrameO; 
SetOispModeO; 

j*Grab a frame from video camera * I 

xl = 0; x2 = -1; y1 = 0; y2 = -1; screen = -1; 
myPutPic("fsi12" ,xl,yl,x2,y2,screen); 
chk cntrlO; j*Final check of counter 1 contents. * I 
p _ counterlO; j*Print out the checked counter 1 contents. *1 
init_ cntrsO; 

n ...... f-4:/" T ... .,. M .. ll :_+ .... ..4-" ......... ___ ..... ~ •• : .. e.:l 1 •• 1_ '? ."\. 
1'&.0 .......... \ .&olI ~ "'''"''' ...... L"' ..... "' .. Vya.uJ. ""''fUll U \JIll) • • ), 
scanf("%s",ans ); 
if «ans[O] = = 'y') II (ans[O] = = 'Y'» { 

J*Tu..rntable rotation frequency should be doubled for null * / 
SetUveModeO; 
init cntrsO; 
do '{ 

mJow yulseO; 
m _high yulse(); 
FREQ = 100000.0 I (float)(CNTH + CNTL); 
printf("FREQVENCY =%73f F-z.\n",FREQ); 



printf("Measure frequency again (yIn)? :"); 
scanf("%s",ans ); 

} while «angrO] = = Y) II (ans[O] = = 'Y'»; 
outp(769,2); /*Cntr 2 output TC toggled· I 
outp(768,2); outp(768,12); 
outp(769,218); /*Disarm cntrs 2, 4 & S· I 
fp = fopen("null.dat","r"); 
load delayO; 
outp(769,112); /*Load & enable entr S· I 
outp(769,74); t-Load cntrs 2 & 4·1 
CNTO = «float)CNTH + (float)(CN1L)/2.0 - CDEL); 
RANGE = (float)CNTL/2.0 - RUM; 
FREQ = 100000.0 I (float)(CNlH + CN1L); 
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printf("CNTO =%7.lf cnts & RANGE =%6.lf 

} 

cnts. \n",CNTO,RANGE); 
check synO; 
wait(TlO,2,O); 
outp(769,42); /*Enable cntrs 2 & 4·1 
GrabFrameO; 
SetDispModeO; 
xl = 0; x2 = -1; y1 = 0; y2 = -1; screen = -1; 
myPutPic("fsi3",x1,yl,x2,y2,screen); 
chk cntrlO; 
outP(771,0); rOp~ low - Pockels cell off* I 
p _ counter10; 
} 

outp(769,223); /*Stop counting.· I 

I····················································· ......... . 
Set master mode & initialize cntrs 4 & S for shutter controL ...................................................... ·········1 

initcntrsO 
{ -

outp(769,25S); /*Master reset· I 
outp(769,23); /*Point to master mode register.· I 
outp(768,240); outp(768,138); ;SSet (iOOO WW lUi 0000) =; 
outp(769,4); /*Cntr 4 mode register - initialize high output· I 
outp(768,37); outp(768,12); /*Set (0000 1100 0010 0101)·1 
outp(769,5); /*Cntr S mode register - initialize high output* I 
outp(768,37); outp(768,12); /*Set (0000 1100 0010 0101)·1 
outp(769,222); rDisarm cntrs 2,3,4 & S (stop counting)· I 
outp(769,12); rCntr 4 load register· I 
outp(768,25S); outp(768,25S); 
outp(769,13); rCntr S load register·/ 
outp(768,25S); outp(768,25S); 
outp(769,120); /*Load & enable cntrs 4 & 5*/ 



outp(769,4); /*Cntr 4 mode register - output TC toggled· I 
outp(768,2); outp(768,12); /*Set (0000 1100 0000 0010)·1 
outp(769,5); /*Cntr 5 mode register - output TC toggled· I 
outp(768,130); outp(768,204); /*Set (1100 1100 1000 0010)* i 

} 
I····················································· ......... . 
Input Pockels cell delay & load cntrs 2,4 & 5 load registers . ...........................•••.....•..•....•••..••.... ·········1 

load delayO 
{ -

} 

int delay, dI, db; 
fscanf(fp,"%d",&cil); 
fscanf(fp,"%d",&db); 
deiay = 256=c:ih + eli; 
printf(" Pockels cell delay = %5d counts (%d,%d)\n", delay, dl, dh); 
outp(769,10); /*Cntr 2 load register· I 
outp(768,dl); 01ltp(768,dh); 
fscanf(fp,"%d",&dl); 
fscanf(fp, "%d",&dh); 
delay = 256·dh +dl; 
printf(" Shutter open delay = %5d counts (%d,%d)\n", delay, dl, dh); 
outp(769,12); /*Cntr 4 load register· I 
outp(768,dl); outp(768,db); 
fscanf(fp, "%d",&dl); 
fscanf(fp, "%d",&dh); 
delay = 256·db + ill; 
printf(" Shutter open duration = %5d counts\n", delay); 
outp(769,13); /*Cntr 5 load register~ i 
outp(768,dl); outp(768,dh); 
/*Input C~1'fO delay & Range lli-nit· I 
fscanf(fp,"%d",&CDEL); 
printf(" CNTO delay = %5d counts\n",CDEL); 
fscanf(fp,"%d",&RUM); 
printf(" Range limit = %5d counts\n",RLIM); 
fscanf(fp,"%d",&FDEL); 
.... ..;"~/" 'C' .......... ~l.. ...Jel~ •• - nt.ot::...J 1 ____ \ -" FD,!:T '. 
!".L.u.& ... , ...... CUU,", &'UI U I.e.] - "'-'u IVVp::t\U, JJ~J.-" 

fclose(fp); 

I····················································· ....... . 
Compare timing of PD & V3 signals until condition satisfied •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• :.:·:···::1 

check syn() 
{ -

float CL, CH, ADIFF; 
K = 0; 
do { 
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} 

K = K + 1; 
wait(770,2,0); /*Wait for V3 signal to go high - !Pl. * I 
outp(769,161); /*Latch count to hold register ct.!. 1.*1 
outp(769,17); /*Point to counter 1 hold register. * I 
CL = (float)(inp(768»; /*Read hold register.· I 
CH = (float)(inp(768»; 
CHECK[K] = CH • 256.0 + CL; 
DIFF[K] = CHECK[K] - CNTO; 
ADIFF = ABS(DIFF[K]); 

} while «ADIFF > RANGE) && (K < 401»; 

/$.$~~=============================aaaa •••••• ****.******** •••• / 
chk entrlO ,. -
t 

} 

float CL, CH; 
outp(769,161); /*Check entr. 1*1 
Ontp176Q 17)· _. ,# .".,... , 
CL = (float)(inp(768»; 
CH = (float)(inp(768»; 
K=K+l; 
CHECK[!(] = CH * 256 + CL; 
DIFF[K] = CHECK[K] - CNTO; 

1···*·······················*··*······*············*··**······1 
p counterlO 
{-

char ans[2]; 
int J,I; 
1 = K - 1; 
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prw.tf("List checked counter 1 contents (I = %d, Difference = %4.1f) 
(y In)?:",I,DIFF[I]); 

} 

scanf("%s",ans); 
if « ans[O] = = Y) II (ans[O] = = 'Y'» { 

} 

for (J=l; J <= K; J++) { 

} 

printf("Count %3d = %7.lf & Difference = %7.1f\n",J,CHECK[J], 
T'\~rn\. 
""&JI, ... l" J" 

1································*····················.*.* •• *. 
Subroutine to measure high pulse width. 
.* ••••••• * •••••••••••••••• * ••••• * •••••••••••••• ***************1 
m _ high .J>ulseO 
{ 

char ans[2]; 
int CL, CH; 



} 

outp\ IO~,l); rpoint to counter 1 mode register." i 
outp(768,169); outp(768,140); /*Set (1000 1100 1010 1001).·1 
outp(769,193); /*Disarm counter 1·/ 
outp(769,9); /*Point to load register ctr. 1.·1 
outp(768,0); outp(768,0); I·Count = 0.·1 
outp(769,97); /*Load & arm counter 1 (0110 0001).·1 
do { 

wait(770,1,1); /*Wait for a low on IPO.· I 
wait(770,1,O); j=Wait for a high.· I 
wait(770,1,1); /*Wait for a low.· I 
outp(769,161); /*Save counter 1 in hold register.· I 
outp(769,17); /*Point to ctr. 1 hold register.· I 
CL = inp(768); CH = inp(768); r Read hold register.· I 
Q',"TH = 256*CH + CL; 
printf("High counts measured = %5d ",CNTH); 
printf("Read high counts again (yin)? :"); 
scanf("%s",ans); 

} while «ans[O] = = 'y') II (ans[O] = = 'Y'»; 

I··············**···******·······*·······~············ ....... . 
Subroutine to measure low pulse width . 
•• *.*** ••••• ***** •••• ====~ •• ********* •••• ****.** •••••• ········1 
m Jow""pulse() 
{ 

char ans[2]; 
int CL, CH; 
do { 

outp(769,1); /*Point to counter 1 mode register.· / 
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outp(768,169); outp(768,172); /*Set mode register (1010 1100 1010 
10(1) •• / 

} 

outp(769,193); /*Disarm counter 1.·1 
outp(769,9); /*Point to counter 1 load register.· I 
outp(768,O); outp(768,0); /*Count = 0.·1 
outp(769,97); /*Load & arm counter 1.·1 
wait(770,1,0); /*Wait for high on IPO.· I 
w~it{770 1 n· I.W~1t fnr InU1 * I .. _-, .. -,-'-J, I .... - .. --- ... _ ••• / 

wait(770,1,0); /*Wait for high.· / 
outp(769,161); /*Latch & save count.· I 
outp(769,17); /*Point to counter 1 hold register.· I 
CL = inp(768); CH = inp(768); 
CN1L = 256·CH + CL; /*Read hold register.· I 
printf("Low counts measured = %5d ",CN1L); 
printf("Read low counts again (yIn)? :"); 
scanf("%s",ans ); 

} while «ans[O] = = 'y') II (ans[O] = = 'Y'»; 
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i~ ••••••• ~ ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• **ss.*.**/ 

wait(port, n, m) 
int port; 
unsigned char n, m; 
{ 

} 

unsigned char v,r; 
do { 

v = inp(port); 
r = «v" m) & n); 

} while (r = = 0); 

/***********.*.*** ••••••••••••••• a$$$$$$$$~$$$$$==$====$===============/ 

!D-ydelay(n) 
lIlt n; 
{ 

int i; 
for (i = 0; i < n; i + +) . 

} 
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COUNTER/TIMER INTERFACE CONNECTIONS 

160 

Computer controlled synchronization of the ''2+ 1" frequency shifting 

interferometer is performed through a model CTM-05 five channel counter/timer 

interface (see Omega operator's manual). A model STA-U screw terminal board 

is connected to this interface. The pin connections to the input transfer gate and 

photodetector signals and the output Pockels cell and shutter drivers are shown in 

the following figure. An AND logic gate was wire wrapped into the screw terminal 

board for shutter control and the shutter output is then from user pin 1 of this 

board. Power ( + 5V) and digital common are provided from the computer to this 

CMOS 4073 chip. This digital common is also used as the common for the output 

driver signals. 
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APPENDIXG 

eCD ELECI'RONICS 

162 

The external clock drive, linear gain circuit and transfer gate circui:: for the 

CCD camera are discussed in this appendix. 

Operation of the Pu1nix TM-540 video camera in non-interlaced mode 

requires the user to provide external horizontal and vertical clock signals and to 

jumper the camera's driver board for this mode. The clock drive which was built for 

this purpose is shown in the first of the following three schematics. Some variation 

from the indicated frequencies is permissible since the camera's phase lock loop 

adjusts its internal frequency to lock the camera to the external sync (Pulnix TM-

540 Manual). 

The oscillator circuit consists of a 2MHz crystal, Yl, and a triple 3-input 

NAND gate, VI. All of the logic is CMOS (RCA CMOS Integrated Circuits 

Databook). The oscillator is capacitively coupled to the clock input of a 12 stage 

binary ripple counter, U2. The input frequency is divided down by this counter so 

that the output at Q7 (15.625KHz) is close to the required horizontal drive (HD) 

frequency. Q6 (31.25kHz=2HD) is connected to both inputs of a NAND Schmitt 

trigger, V3C, which inverts the 2HD signal. The U3C output and Q7 are the inputs 

to a second NAND Schmitt trigger, U3D, whose output is then low for 1/2 HD cycle 

and high for 3/2 cycles. Q6 also provides the clock input to another counter, US. 

When a count of 525 is reached (01,03,04 & 010 high) the counter is reset and 

a flip-flop, U7A, is set by an AND gate, U6A A second AND gate, U6B, is used 
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to reset the flip-flop, U7 A, each time that both Ql and Q2 of US are high (every 4th 

pulse). The output of the flip-flop is therefore normally high and goes low for 3 

counts after a count of 525 is reached, corresponding to a frequency of 5952Hz and 

a low of 15 HD pulses. 

In order to properly synchronize the VD and fill clocks the Ql output of U5 

does not go directly to the U6A AND gate. Instead it is input, along with the output 

of flip-flop U7B into an exclusive-or gate, U4C. This flip-flop was intended to select 

between even and odd non-interlace mode by appropriate jumpering of its output. 

Its data input from the output of exclusive-or gate U4A is clocked in at the VD rate 

defined by flip-flop U7 A In reality, the output of U7B is left unconnected so that 

one input of U4C is grounded and the output of U4C is simply the inputted Ql 

signal. 

Both the HD signal from U3D and the VD signal IrOI'll U7 A pass through 

exclusive-or gates (U4D and U4B, respectively), which do not effect the signals. All 

of the CMOS logic to this point are driven at a 15V leveL 7hese signals are 

reduced to a 5V level by CMOS to 'TIL converters, UBA and UBE. 

The CCD output is non-linearized by the final integrated circuit on the 

camera's output board, which a!S0 performs the blanking, sync and clamping 

functions. The video signal is therefore sampled just prior to this chip, at test point 

6 (TP6) and sent to the linear gain circuit shown in the second schematic. Tne 

output board is jumpered for manual gain and its manual gain pot will effect the 

video at TP6. Two Maxim CMOS video multiplexer/amplifiers, MAX454, are used 

to amplify and multiplex the video signal (see MAXIM data sheet). The CMOS 2-
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input NA1"-4l) buffer/driver, CD40i07B, is used to sink the video input to the first 

MAX454 when the clamping (CLP) signal is high. The Max454 consists of three 

analog input channels, IN0-3, two channel select ports, AO-l, and an operational 

amplifier. The default + input to the op amp is INO. The - input is from pin 13 

and the output is at pin 14. Tne voltage difference between pins 13 and 14 provides 

the resultant amplification. Resistor R2 thereby permits a variable gain factor from 

4 to 6.7 for the first MAX454. The second MAX454 is used to set the blanking 

(BLK) and SYNC levels. When both the BLK and SYNC levels from the camera's 

output board are high then the video signal (IN3) is outputted. If both are low then 

the SYNC level (INO) is set and when only BLK is high then the blanking level 

(INl) is outputted (the third case does not occur). Resistors RS, R6 and R7 are 

used to set these reference levels. The outputted signal then goes to the 

framegrabber and monitor. 

The V3 signal is sampled at the connector between the camera's driver and 

CCD board. This signal carries superposed on it the pulse which opens the transfer 

gate for interline transfer to occur. This transfer gate pulse is required by the 

computer for synchronization purposes. The circuit shown in the third schematic is 

therefore used to reduce the V3 signal to a level where only the transfer gate pulse 

is high enough to trigger a CMOS to 1TL converter from the U8 package used for 

the CCO clock drive. 
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APPENDIXH 

TURNTABLE SERVO CONTROL 

168 

The rotation speed of the motor which turns the prism turntable platform is 

controlled by a servo system shown in the accompanying figure. The motor speed 

is determined by the input voltage to a PA12 power operational amplifier (APEX 

High Performance Amplifier Handbook 1987) in an 8 pin TO-3 package. The input 

resistor, R IN, effects the fineness of the speed control and the maximum speed. A 

pair of unregulated power supplies provide the ±28V supply voltage, which limits the 

maximum speed. Feedback is provided by a tachometer attached to the motor. The 

current limiting resistors, Ra. = .65/IUM(A) - .007, were chosen for a roughly 1 amp 

limit. 
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APPENDIX I 

POCKELS CELL DR...TVER 

170 

A Pockels cell is a birefringent crystal whose retardation is a function of 

applied electric field The driver circuit, shown in the accompanying schematic, is 

designed to provide three retardation states: 0, ),/4 and ),/2. A variable bias voltage 

is applied to one side of the Pockels cell to obtain the zero retardation state. 

Switching between 0 and ),/2 states must be rapid « 1ms) and a high slew rate 

power operational amplifier is used for this reason. Two logic signals from the 

counter/timer interface, through an analog multiplexer, control the output voltage 

leveL 

The APEX PA8S power op amp (APEX High Performance Amplifier 

Handbook 1987) has a wide supply range, ±15V to ±22SV, and a fast slew rate, 

400V / p.s at a gain of G =20. The + 27SV is provided by an Acopian model U275Y20 

unregulated power supply. A high quiescent current (21mA) requires the power op 

amp to be mounted on a heat sink. Cc is a phase compensation capacitor and Rcl 

is a current limiting resistor (II = .016 +.7 /Rc1). With a 10K input resistor, RIN, and 

a 240K feedback resistor, Rf, the gain is G=-24. The ),/2 voltage for the ConOptics 

model 370 modulator is 233V at 633nm, which implies a required input of =-lOV. 

A bias voltage, adjustable with resistor pot Rb, is applied to the other end of the 

Pockels cell. 

The output of a Harris HI-518 8 channel CMOS high speed analog 

multiplexer (Harris Analog Product Data Book 1986) is connected to the input of 

the power op amp. Two variable resistors allow input 2A to be adjusted around -
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IOV and inputs 3A and 4A around -SV; input 1A is grounded.. The multiplexer 

output is controlled by two inputs from the counter/timer interface. When AO and 

Al are low the output is also loW; AO high and Ai low results in an =-lOV output; 

and Al high results in an =-SV output. 

In practice, the three resistor pots, and hence the three voltage settings, were 

adjusted by measuring the throughput of the Pockels cell with a radiometer. 

A program, PCELLC, has been included in this appendix which controls the 

Pockels cell driver. The driver voltage may be switched between the zero, quarter 

wave and half wave settings. 
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1································*···················· ................ . 
• PCEILC - Pockels Cell Control Program. 
.----------------------------------
• compile: msc fsis; link: link fsis; ..••..•••....••....••••...•••.••.•..•••••............. ················1 
#include < stdio.h > 
#include <dos.h> 
char ans[2]; 
mainO 
{ 

/*Connect output of counter 2 (pin 34) to Pockels cell driver - AO. 
Connect OPO (pin 10) to Pockels cell driver - Al. * / 
init cntrs\); /*Initialize counters· I 
outP(771,O); ropc iow· i 
/*Set-up & load counters· I 
outp(769,2); j*Cntr 2 mode register - _output TC toggled· I 
outp(768,2); outp(768,12); j*Set (0000 1100 0000 0010)·1 
outp(769,194); /*Disarm cntr 2·1 
outp(769,10); /*Cntr 2 load register·' 
outp(768,I00); outp(768,0); 
outp(769,66); j*Load cntr 2*1 
printf(" Half wave voltage (yIn) ?:"); 
Scanf("%S",ans ); 
if «ans[O] = = 'y') II (ans[O] = = 'Y'» { 

outp(769,34); j*Enable cntr 2·1 
} 

printf(n Zero voltage (yIn) ?:"); 
scanf("%s",ans ); 
if «ans[O] = = 'y') II (ans[O] = = 'Y'» { 

init cntrsO; 
} -

printf(" Quarter wave voltage (yIn)? :n); 
scanf("%sn,ans ); 
if «ans[O] = = 'y') II (ans[O] = = 'Y'» { 

init cntrsO; 
outP(771,1); /*OPO high - Pockels cell on'" J 
} 

pr1-Iltf(n Continue ?:n); 
scanf(n%sn,ans ); 
outp(771,0); outp(769,223); /*OPO loW; stop counting.· I 

} 
initcntrsO 
{ -

} 

outp(769,255); outp(769,23); /*Master reset; point to master mode register. • I 
outp(768,240); outp(768,138); /*Set (1000 1010 1111 0000) ·1 
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A Siemens sm 202 planar silicon PIN-photodiode is used to examine the 

laser radiation which is not transmitted by the PockeIs cell and pola...>i.zing 

beamsplitter combination. This detector is primarily used to monitor the turntable's 

position and rotation rate, but is also intended to measure the beat frequency and 

intensities of the two frequency components. The accompanying figure shows the 

circuit which provides the photodiode signal to the computer. This is a digital signal 

which is low when light is incident on the photodiode and high when there is no 

light. 

The lmm square photodiode is encased in a TO-l8 hermetic package with 

a flat glass lens (Siemens Optoelectronics Catalog 1985). A reverse bias, Vr, up to 

50V may be applied for increased response. Spectral sensitivity peaks around 

850nm, but the relative spectral sensitivity is still > 70% at 633nm. This a fast device 

with a cut-off frequency of 500MHz and a rise time of 05ns. 

An amplifier is used to convert the photo-generated current to a voltage. 

This amplifier should be fast enough to measure beat frequencies on the order of 

1OMHz. The rise time of the amplifier output is 1r = [wRC/2(GBV .. ')]'/2, where R is 

the feedback resistance, C is the sum of stra.y, amplifier input and photodiode 

capacitance~ and GBW is the gain-bandwidth pr.)duct of the amplifier. For the case 

of t.=l00ns, R=l00K and C=5pF the required gain-bandwidth is GBW=80MHz. The 

National Semiconductor Corp. Linear Applications Databook, Application Note 244 
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(1986), recommends a LH0082 fiber optic receiver with GBW=2GHz. Instead, 

however, a LM318 operational amplifier, with a gain-bandwidth of 15MHz and a 

50V / p.s slew rate, was at first used The feedforward compensation configuration 

used for this op amp was taken from Linear Brief 17 of the NSC Linear Applications 

Databook. This op amp was later replaced by a faster LF357 with GBW=25MHz 

and 75V / p.s slew rate. Both op amps are described in the NSC Linear Databook 

(1982). 

In order to measure beat frequency, or relative intensities, an oscilloscope is 

placed at the output of the op amp. A CMOS 4050 buffer/converter is used to 

convert the 0 to 15V analog signal to a 5V digital signa! for input to the computer. 

Tne 4023 NAND gate is simply used to invert this signal. 
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